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/ want my life to be
Like a happy song,
Leaving sweet melody
As I pass along.
May no discordant note
Ever grieve my Lord,
But from my lips and throat
May His praise be heard.

Millersburg,

Pa.

Oh, I would ever live
Like a soft refrain,
As Christ's love I receive
I would give again
To all the folk I meet,
Whether good or bad,
Always, for bitter, sweet
With my heart still glad.
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This world is full of woe,
Eyes with tears are dim;
I would be as I go
Like a soothing hymn,
Making the sad to smile
And new hope awake;
Doing some deeds worthwhile
For my Jesus' sake.

Eree from all bitterness
Ever I would be,
I would cause no distress
Nor spoil harmony,
I would so harmonize
With my Master's plan,
That I may win the prize
When He comes again.
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I want my life in tune
With my Father's will,
Night time is coming soon,
I would please Him till
I see the morning light
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Of my home up higher,
And there I would unite
With the heavenly choir.
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General Conference
The Seventy-first annual Conference of
the Brethren in Christ will convene (D.V.)
June 4, at Camp Alexander Mack, two
miles southeast of Milford, Indiana. The
camp is located 11 miles north, and IV2
miles east of Warsaw, Indiana; or about
12 miles southeast of Nappanee; or about
13 miles south of Goshen, Indiana.
Camp Mack is ideally located for holding
of General Conference, has several flowing
wells and we anticipate ample and commodious quarters for all who may come.
The Central Conference District invites you.

Road Directions
1. Those coming on Road 30, either
from East or West, turn north on
Road No. 15 at Warsaw. Follow this 11
miles to Conference sign, turn right, follow
road to camp.
2. Those coming from East or West on
Road 6, turn south on Road 15 through
Milford to Conference sign, turn left and
follow road to camp.
3. Those coming from Canadian or
Michigan points on Road 112, turn south
on No. 15 at Mottville, follow No. 15
through to turning point south of Milford
as directed above.

Railroad Directions
Those traveling via Pennsylvania Railroad coming from the East should buy
their tickets to Warsaw, Indiana. If possible, notify ahead time of arrival so that
your train can be met. Otherwise call Camp
Mack, Milford Exchange, stating number in
party and you will be met.
Those coming by train via Chicago should
take Baltimore and Ohio (Grand Central
Depot), Chicago to Nappanee. If unable
to notify ahead, call Publishing House for
conveyance to Camp Mack.
Those coming from the East via Buffalo
and New York Central Lines should buy
their tickets to Goshen, Indiana. If unable
to notify ahead, call L-8031 for conveyance
to Camp Mack.

Railway Trains
Pennsylvania Trains—
HARRISBURG, PA., To WARSAW, IND.
Train No. 25-15—Leaves Harrisburg 11:36
a.m. (E.S.T.), arrives Warsaw, 3:51
a.m. (C.S.T.)
Train No. 23—Leaves Harrisburg 10:15 p.
m. (E.S.T.), arrives Warsaw 10:10 a.m.
(C.S.T.)
Train No. 79—Leaves Harrisburg 3:08 a.m.
(E.S.T.), arrives Warsaw 2:39 p. m.
(C.S.T.)
Baltimore and Ohio Trains—
PITTSBURGH TO NAPPANEE
No. 9—Leaves Pittsburgh 9:15 p.m., arrives Nappanee 4:44 a.m. (S.T.)
No. 15—Leaves Pittsburgh 4:27 a.m., arrives Nap'panee 11:15 a.m.
•No. 7—Leaves Pittsburgh 7:40 a. m., arrives Nappanee 2:19 p. m.
CHICAGO TO NAPPANEE
No. 10—Leaves Chicago 9:50 a.m., arrives
Nappanee 12:18 p.m. (S.T.)
No. 46—Leaves Chicago 8:30 p.m., arrives
Nappanee 10:58 p.m. (S.T.)
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Information.

Lodging Accommodations
The Camp will provide comfortable
sleeping for at least 350 persons. There
will be a ladies' dormitory in Becker Lodge.
(The dining rooms are in the basement of
this same building.) The men's dormitory
will be located a short distance away in
Major Hall. There will be additional cabins for men only and for women only.
It will not be possible to accommodate families in cabins except where families rent
cottages outside the grounds of Camp Mack.
In addition to this, sleeping facilities will
be provided by the brethren of Elkhart District and the surrounding community.

What To Bring With You
If you are traveling by auto, please bring
pillows, sheets and blankets for your bedding. If you are traveling by train, this
will not be necessary.

Information Regarding Cottages
There are no more privately owned cottages to be secured. The demand for these
is much greater than the supply.

Cost of Meals
The regular cost of meals at Camp Mack
is 25c per meal. However, the cost to all
Brethren in Christ members will be 20c per
meal; children 4 to 9 half price; under 3
free. (The Central Conference District is
paying the differential between 20c and
25c for all members attending Conference.)
Delegates and Conference members will be
entertained under the same plan as followed in previous Conferences.

Those Who Desire To Work
Quite a number of persons will be needed
for service in the dining room (not cooking), and for this service, free meals will
be given. We prefer that those who register for this work be prepared to serve
throughout the Conference, as it will require only a small amount of their time.
Please apply to the secretary immediately
if you desire to serve.

Important — Please Read
It is quite important that those responsible for entertaining General Conference
know approximately the number of people
for whom entertainment is to be provided.
You will do this Committee a great favor
if you will kindly write on or before May
15, giving the number of persons in your
party, who expect to attend Conference.
(A postcard will do.)

Mail Address
All mail intended for delivery at General
Conference should be addressed to Nappanee, Indiana, c|o General Conference.

Meeting Places
The business sessions of the Conference
will be held in the Main Auditorium. The
evening evangelistic services will be held in
the Main Auditorium. Other programs and

day services, heretofore designated for tent,
will be held in Major Hall. Children's
meetings will be held in Becker Chapel or
on Hillside Pavilion. Vesper services and
sunrise worship services will be held on
Hillside or in Major Hall.

Special Invitation To Young
People and Children
A splendid program has been arranged
for the Young People's Services and work
of unusual interest will be on display for
the children, and a very interesting program is being planned for them.
The next number of this paper will contain complete programs.

Trouble
"When thou passeth through the waters, I
will be with thee; and through the rivers, they
shall not overflow thee: when thou walkest
through the fire, thou shalt not be burned;
neither shall the flame kindle upon thee.
" F o r I am the Lord thy God, the Holy One
of Israel, thy Saviour" (Is. 43:2, 3).

HIS message is addressed primarily to
God's ancient pedple Israel. Nevertheless these words have been a source of comfort to the numberless saints in all ages in
the hour of sorrow. The course of the
Church on earth has been especially characterized by trouble. Often the choicest
saints are caused to pass through the furnace of affliction. Abraham in his dream
beheld a smoking furnace, the type of Israel's suffering in Egypt, but with it also
there appeared a lamp—the lamp of God's
deliverance. It is a fact that the Lord often
permits distress to come into the lives of
His people, but He has promised to be with
us and to so control circumstances that no
harm shall come to us. Even though we
pass through the waters, they shall not be
permitted to entirely overwhelm us; or
through the burning fires of trial, with His
presence we may come forth, as did the
three Hebrew children, without the smell
of fire upon our garments.
Trouble constitutes one of the mysteries
of life and often is the occasion for either
doubt or rebellion on the part of professing
Christians. It is by no means an indication
that God does not love us. He allows trials
to come, but He desires that through them
we shall be refined; that we shall not become weakened through fear or unbelief on
the one hand, nor hardened by our resistance on the other. Far better for the soul
to pass through sorrow with God's presence than to be free from distress without
Him. Trouble sometimes may be permitted
in order to correct faults in our lives, or
to manifest the Christ life before an unbelieving world as a testimony of the power
of His grace. Unless we recognize the Lord's
presence with us at such times, and commit
ourselves to Him, there is ever the danger
that the soul will be swallowed up as with
a flood, or burned hard as by fire.
The Lord declares, "I am the Lord thy
God, the Holy One of Israel, thy Saviour."
These Divine titles, when understood, convey a meaning that should be sufficient to
sustain us in any hour of need, and to make
us to realize that He is infinitely greater
than aught that can come against us. Many
of the most comforting and intimate words
of Scripture are those addressed to the
saints of God in the hour of adversity. This
is a day of trouble in many lives, and we
need to hear the Lord's word of comfort,
"Fear not, for I am with thee."
—Alliance Weekly.
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answer to all t h i s ? " And again we must
turn to the Word of God, which has so
N T H E OPPOSITE PAGE information and
graphically and yet prophetically foretold
instructions for those who expect to
conditions which would prevail toward the
attend our Annual Conference are given.
end time. It says that evil men and seFor the past number of years, the problem
ducers shall wax worse and worse, deceivof entertaining Conference has been an ever
Many think Stephen's death had more to ing and being deceived; that the love of
increasing one, and not only in our own do than any other thing in leading Saul to iniquity should abound; and therefore,
church, but in others as well, where Con- the Lord. At any rate we believe that many Christians would become Laodicean.
ferences have been held in local churches Stephen must have greatly affected the fu- No one can doubt that it was following the
or places where there was inadequate fa- ture life of Paul. As he thought back over trend of the times, and not following recilities for the handling of large groups, that experience, no doubt many, many ligion, that has plunged the world into a
there has been an unfavorable reaction. times he felt that he wanted to preach like moral chaos of a Second World War.
Nearly all of these places have said, "We Stephen and he did. Furthermore, we beDr. Benjamin F. Barbour, a well known
never want Conference again."
lieve he wanted to suffer like Stephen, and
New York pastor, is quoted as follows:
For a Distrrict so small as the Elkhart he did. As he looked on Stephen's face "This trend is not yet clear, but the tide
County, Indiana, District to attempt to en- that day and saw the outshining of the has turned and the march back to religion
tertain General Conference seemed like a grace and glory of God, it must have has begun." We do not want to seem or
foolhardy undertaking, and you may know brought to Paul, after his conversion, a be in the least pessimistic and while we
the relief which has come to those who deep soul longing to be filled with the recognize that there are certain trends
have the responsibility of planning for spirit like Stephen was, and this wonder- which do point out a conscious awakening
such entertainment when a place like Camp ful experience became Paul's, as well as on the part of many people of the need of
Mack has been opened up to us, with such Stephen's.
returning to religion, we so far have been
an abundance of facilities which we hope
Furthermore, as he heard Stephen deliver unable to detect any appreciable effort on
will make the burden for all much lighter;
that great message in which he expounded the part of the multitudes to get back to
and at the same time, will afford a pleasthe Word of God, beginning with the early God.
ant and highly profitable week of spiritual
dealings of God with the human race and
We question if the people of America
helpfulness without physical unpleasantreaching his high point in the lifting up of have yet felt enough of hardship, of disness.
Christ and the sending of the Holy Spirit, appointment, of suffering, to wean them
We have faith and confidence in our peo- Paul, too, desired to be able to proclaim from the god of wealth, the goddess of
ple that they will easily and without strain the mystery of Christ, and he did. His pleasure, and this is definitely what it will
adjust themselves to the somewhat different messages were not toned down, he did not mean if America makes its return to God.
method of Conference entertainment; and compromise, but he faithfully declared Will it not be too bad if we will not be
that each will feel that the spiritual atmos- the Word of God.
able to learn our lesson and take steps in
phere which is created will depend entirely
Faithful preaching in the age in which the right direction without having to pass
on us. We anticipate many outside attendwe
now live may bring considerable per- through what other nations have passed
ants at our various programs and meetings,
secution,
but perhaps we too can remember through, as for instance in Russia.
and we trust you will join us in a sincere
an
incident
in our life when the courage, No other government was ever so
prayer that these meetings may be highly
the
faith,
the
boldness of some man of well organized to carry out its plans
beneficial to all and result in a personal
God
left
an
impress
from which we have a n d purposes as the Russian governexperience of salvation to many.
ment. Through its secret police and other.
never been able to escape.
organizations, it could virtually dictate its
will to the people. Nevertheless, in Rus" \ A / H E N T H E BLOOD OF thy martyr
Are We Returning To Religion? sia today there are hundreds of peasant
V V .Stephen was shed, I was standing
people who are diligently teaching the
by." The events and circumstances of life
Word of God to their children. They are
OR- A WHILE AT LEAST, many people in
are not meaningless to those who have
secretly, but firmly, maintaining their faith
. the world felt that humanity was makcome to know God. To those who come into
and hope in Christ. There is no organizapersonal acquaintanceship with Christ, life ing progress toward a better day, and that
tion, but there is an undercurrent which
the
scientific
genius
of
the
Twentieth
Centakes on an entirely new meaning. We do
makes for the return to religion.
not mean to say that we always understand tury had made religion no longer neceswhy things happen as they do—but find sary to the world's well being; and many
The same is true in Germany where the
that we don't need to understand them all. of the exponents of environment theory for organized -church cannot lift its voice conThe thing we do need to do is to guard life betterment were not prepared to take cerning a single problem or any phase of
against coming under the sway of worry the shock which came to them in the Lon- national life, but wherever they may be
and allowing Satan to tempt us and to don experiment when low-cost, modern
found, in the deep of their own hearts,
homes were built for many tenement dwell- Christ and not Hitler is the Fuehrer of
triumph over us.
ers and they were invited to move out into their life and there is definite progress beThere are certain outstanding events in new, light and airy homes provided for
ing made in new converts to the Lord
our life that we will never forget. There them. Some refused to go because they
Jesus.
was one such in the life of the Apostle felt they would be too far away from their
Paul. He could never get away from that neighbors; they would lose the spirit of
Truly we believe that the church is faced
unforgettable sight of the stoning of
neighborliness. Others because it was too with the greatest challenge of all the ages.
Stephen. Perhaps the hardest thing that far away from the corner saloon. Still We know we shall not see the conversion of
Paul had to forgive himself for was his others who did move into these new tene- the world and we know so far as human
complete blindness to the real truth and of ment homes returned, preferring to live in governments are concerned, they do not
allowing himself to be carried on by his the slums and foul-smelling tenement want righteous men at their head. Our
passion and hatred to such an extent that buildings instead of the splendid new own government, the United States, has
an innocent man, a spirit-filled Christian, places prepared for them.
sold out to the devil and there will unhad to die because somebody refused to
doubtedly be a continued trend away from
listen to God.
(Continued on page 134)
Someone asked recently, "What is the
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The Price of an Effective Ministry
Albert H. Engle

E

ARNEST CHRISTIANS have always delight-

ed in an effective ministry. It figures
largely in a growing and successful church.
According to Acts 6:1-8, the ministry at
that time recognized the need of organizing the work of the church so that the efficiency of the ministry should not be impaired, and the plan "pleased the whole
multitude." In I Cor. 12:28, the gifts definitely associated with the ministry rank
first.
Scripture and church history join in
pointing out that a price must be paid to
secure an effective ministry. This price
must be borne mutually by both the ministry and the laity. The price will not be paid
unless there be a real consecration.
The ministry should lead the way in this
consecration. Fundamental to a practical
Christian consecration, is a new birth, a
dying out to the world, and an empowerment such as they had on the day of Pentecost. Without such qualifications the minister will not be able to meet his share of
the price of efficiency.
From Matt. 10:9, 10 and Lu. 10:4 we
learn that the minister should not be burdened down with material things which
hinder. (Also II Tim. 2 : 4 ) .
From Paul's life (and many others) we
learn that he should not shrink from manual labor when expedient.
He is to accept the generosity of those
ministered unto, whether much or little.
(Lu. 10:7, 8 ) .
He is not a beggar but a "laborer"
"worthy of his hire." (Matt. 10:10; I Tim.
5:18, II Tim. 2 : 6 ) . A "hireling" may seek
and receive more than he deserves; but the
laborer will be worthy of all he gets—
perhaps more.
He must be prepared for opposition and
persecution. (Matt. 10:13, 14; II Tim.
2 : 3 ; 4 : 3 , 4 ) . We are talking about the
price of an effective ministry.
The minister must study and balance his
spiritual rations (I Tim. 2:15), and if he
would be effective, "neglect not", but "give
(himself) wholly" to his ministry. (I Tim.
4:13-15).
And lastly; but of utmost importance, he
must pray, pray, P R A Y , as did the
prophets and apostles of old.
On the other hand, the laity should follow the ministry in personal experience of
grace and consecration. The highest efficiency of the ministry and the most successful church growth is possible only
when the laity practice a consecration
equal to that of the ministry.
The developing totalitarian states which
are drafting the total resources of all the"
people to carry out a total war reveal the
possibilities of a consecration of the mass-

es. Such satanic inspired consecration will
reach its supreme possibilities under the
leadership of the Antichrist. In this the
devil outwitted a sleeping church. If the
church had practiced such a consecration
in her war against sin and the devil, what a
victory she would have gained, God Almighty leading her forward.
Do you mean to advocate such a consecration? I d o ; the motivating force effecting it, instead of force, being love. Oh,
the inconsistency of only a few consecrating their resources in the great campaign
for the salvation of souls. Why should
not our love for Christ result in a consecration of our resources to His cause? If
the church had beat the devil in such a consecration, the nations would not now be
consecrating their millions of lives and
billions of money to the god of war.
Nevertheless the true church delights in
making the sacrifice necessary to increase
the efficiency of her ministry even as the
early church did, and thus show her consecration to Christ and His work till He
comes.
The price on the part of the laity is set
forth by inference and direct command.
Faithfulness in tithing will go far to
meet the need, both in spiritual and material benefits to the church as a whole.
Rom. 10:15 recognizes two classes in
the church relative to the ministry—those
who give their active service on the front
like a soldier, and those who "stay with
the stuff" and "send." Through the leading of the Spirit and the church, we should
find our place and there faithfully serve.
Some must "send."

May 5, 1941
er regard for the ministry will result in
greater ministerial efficiency.
According to I Tim. 5:17, 18, a servant
worthy of such should be doubly recompensed. He may be at greater expense, or
he may use his time to better advantage in
study, writing, preaching, or visitation,
thus improving his efficiency. If he is a
true minister, he is a safe investment for
the salvation of souls, and for eternity. Of
course he should not be tempted to idleness or worldliness; nevertheless it is
Scriptural to recompense a worthy one
doubly.
While in Thessalonica, Paul recognized
the receipt, from the Philippian brethren,
of that which he claimed was due the spiritual laborer, but which he sometimes
waived. (Phil. 4:14-18). If we can thus
assist in raising the efficiency of the ministry we should be happy to do so.
And finally, the laity, as well as the ministry, should be much in prayer. If we
would have our minister preach better,
pray; if we would have him make more
and better contacts, pray; if we would—
and we should desire it greatly—have the
level of the efficiency of o u r minister
raised, pray. And while we are thus praying we will become more spiritual and
become more capable of receiving blessing
through the ministry and of being a blessing to others.
The rewards and results of such consecration are very gratifying. The satisfaction of seeing the most important work
man can be interested in prosper, of seeing the church grow and exert a powerful
influence for good, and finally the "Well
Done" given at the end of the way will be
abundant reward.

To feel the hand-clasp of some one on
the shores of the glory world who had been
saved from the brink of eternal despair
While the ministry must deny themselves because of our consecration contributing to
of legitimate material things to be effective, the success of the work of the church, will
the laity must practice an equal degree of
be reward second only to seeing the beam
self-denial if the greatest good is to be ac- of an approving smile from the blessed
complished. Of course, this does not in- Saviour's face. "That will be glory for
clude laying aside those things which con- me."
tribute to efficiency in service. The selfThe foregoing article is the talk given by
Engle in the Ministerial Meeting a t our
denial of the laity may be manifest in a Bro.
last General Conference held at Thomas, Okla.,
different manner but it is none the less June, 1940.
real.
Nowadays in the open life of the church
In Matt. 10:11-15, 40-42, we are told of
blessings or curses which fall upon peo- and in the fellowship of believers there is
ple according to their regard for God's seemingly little power in prayer, there is
ministers. No wonder some homes are marked absence of travail. There is much
heavenly places where children and others phrasing, but little pleading. Prayer has
find help for their souls; and, no wonder become a soliloquy, instead of a passion.
some parents' children never get saved, The powerlessness of the church needs no
and some communities are cursed with ter- further explanation, and the counsellors of
the church need seek no other cause. To
rible evils.
be prayerless is to be both passionless and
The laity should regard the minister, powerless.—Samuel Chadwick.
not as a beggar or parasite but as a most
important spiritual and public servant, fillIt is easier to be kind with money than
ing a place in the church comparable to
the place the soldier fills in the state. Prop- in words and actions.
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Stewardship or the Cost of Service
Everett

D

AVID NUMBERED T H E Israelites and

de-

pended upon his man power rather
than upon God. The angel came to David,
and gave him three alternatives: seven
years of famine, or three months fleeing
before an enemy in hot pursuit, or three
days of pestilence throughout the land of
Judah. David said, "Let me fall into the
hands of God, but don't let me fall into
the hands of men." God sent three days of
pestilence. Seventy thousand died. The
angel of God go?" as far as the threshing
floor of Araunah and there he stopped.
David became very repentant at that point.
David said, "Let us build an altar here in
order to symbolize God's mercy in stopping the pestilence here." David went to
the farmer who owned the land to buy
some land and build an altar. The farmer
said, "The land is yours and I have cattle
on hand and plenty of wood. They are
yours; make your sacrifices."
At that
point, David said, "No. I cannot make a
sacrifice unto God with something that has
cost me nothing. I will buy it and pay the
price." He gave the farmer fifty silver
shekels and erected the altar.
The point I want to get to is that we
may be trying to do something for the Lord
without its costing us something. If God's
work is to go forward and to be acceptable
unto Him, we must proceed on the basis of
sacrifice. It has cost us something. It is
easy to imagine what we could do if we
were what we are not. But, it is not Christian. It is not satisfactory for the Gospel
way. The Gospel goes forward on the
wheels of sacrifice and there is no exception. As long as we live in the world, what
we do will cost us something for the Lord.
We have to offer God sacrifices of money.
Will we allow Him to lead us into the ways
where sacrifice is involved?
There are two or three avenues for the
expression of our stewardship:
1. The Stewardship of Prayer. Here is
a gift; something that is real. God allows
us to use it. Some think we will only lose
it if we do not exercise it. It has a real
value. It has a greater value than anything of material wealth and as such it demands of us that we shall give account of
how we use this wealth, which He has put
in our hands. Shall our prayer life be a
matter of convenience; when the temperature is suitable and comfortable and when
there are not too many interruptions to
distress and distract us? We must realize
that no one can bring the power of the Gospel'unless they are backed by prayer. It
is not a matter of convenience but a matter
of cost—praying when it costs us in order
to see that the Gospel goes forward. I will
not be guilty of coming to the Lord on
convenient occasions only. I will not

L.

Cattell
rest content until my offering of prayer
has cost me something. The sacrifice of
intercession—until it grips not only my
own heart but the heart of God. Then it
is that the Kingdom goes forward. It will
have to cost us something then. It is not
enough when it is on the basis of convenience. It is a blessed privilege to pray to
God. It is wonderful that we have access
to Him. We must pray through until it
costs us, and then the results will have
value. There is not any way in which we
can meet the situation unless you young
people come to the point of prayer costing
you something,
2. Stewardship of Our Possessions.
It
is a splendid thing to pray earnestly and
intensely, and then God will answer into
our hearts something material that we
should do. At a Women's Missionary meeting in Columbus in 1929 there were one
hundred and twenty-five women who came
forward with checks for $1,000 for the foreign fields. A man in India gave his only
prize pumpkin which weighed thirty
pounds.
He carried it seventy miles to
give it for missions. Its price in our money
was about four cents. The giving of the
pumpkin stands in God's sight as a great
offering because it cost the man that gave
it. We remember the widow's mite. We
cannot afford, friends, to work at this
task of the Gospel on the basis of ease. It
must cost us something and it goes forward as it costs us.
3. Stewardship
of Personality.
What
are you going to do with your life? It
would be an easy thing to make an appeal
for foreign service. There is something
more than that. There are several notions
that have gone abroad that are erroneous:
1. That you are never doing quite the really
spiritual thing unless you are a preacher
or a missionary. That is false. 2. If you
are not called to such a supposedly high
station, then you are free from the obligation of sacrifice; you are free from the
usual obligations of the Gospel and you
can slip on the fringe and rest content.
That impression is prevalent and people
are living like it is true. Young people
who will never be missionaries have calls
of God to bring an offering—something
more than a money offering and prayer—
bring themselves as living vessels of sacrifice, an offering not of ease but one that
costs to serve the Lord. Every one is to
be a soul winner. You can get next to
men, get close to their souls and get on
their level. Some of us ministers envy
you; that you can brush elbows with men
and women who can see the Gospel work
in you. It affords opportunity to witness
to them, man to man.
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In old Quaker times, everybody had responsibility to get under the work of the
L'ord. Every one was to do the work of
the Lord. However, later they changed the
system. But we have equal responsibility
to get His mind for our lives to the upbuilding of His Kingdom. We must feel
our sense of obligation. God calls some
for financial burden of the church. But it
is harder to find men and women who live
for Jesus consistently and without compromise and are effective witnesses to the
people they are with. May God raise up
a band of young people that will make an
impression upon those with whom they
come into contact.
In some definite concrete way, God expects you to lay out your lives for Him—
something that costs. "He that loses his
life * * shall find it." "Except a corn of
wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone: but if it die, it bringeth forth
much fruit." I wonder if God cannot get
audience with our hearts just to get His
Words there. The heathen cry, "Tell them
we are dying." I will not offer unto God
a sacrifice that costs me nothing.
—The Evangelical

Friend.

Sparks From Different Anvils
S. G. Engle
DYING WORDS OF Horace Mann were
TwonHE"Be
ashamed to die, until you have
a victory for humanity."
—o—
The Bible is the only book that calls
men names they would not call themselves.
Therefore man never wrote it.
—o—
Jesus had no private office. (Sign, is
Come i n ) .
If you wish to die the death of the righteous, you must live their life.
—o—
Nurse trouble and it will grow.
Silence is a friend, who never betrays.
—o—
It is easier to be critical, than to correct.
—Beaconsfield.
Egotism like sin is an enemy and destroyer of its possessor.
—o—
Love's true expression is not shown in
words.
The four horsemen of Revelation six, are
dashing forward madly. (Read carefully
and prayerfully).
—o—
Don't worry and fret, faint hearted,
The chances have just begun
For the best jobs haven't been started,
The best work hasn't been done.
— B . Brailey.
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Mtshabezi Mission: Elder and Mrs. W. O.
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Mrs. Naomi Lady, Miss Mary H. Brenaman,
Miss F. Mabel Frey, Mtshabezi Mission,
P. B. 102M, Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Macha Mission: Elder and Mrs. Elmer G. Eyer,
Miss Anna Engle, Miss Verda Moyer, Miss
Edna Lehman, Macha Mission, Choma,
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Sikalongo Mission: Elder and Mrs. R. H. Mann,
Miss Anna Eyster, Miss Mary Kreider, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, Northern Rhodesia,,
S. Africa.
Wanezi Mission: Elder and Mrs. J. Paul
George, Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, So. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
India
General Superintendent: Bishop and Mrs. A. D.
M. Dick, Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bnagalpur, India.
Saharsa: Miss Anna M. Steckley, Miss Esther
Buckwalter, Miss Lepra Yoder, Saharsa, B.
N. W. Ry.. Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
Supaul: Elder and Mrs. Allen Buckwalter,
Miss Ella Gayman, Supaul, B. N. W. Ry.,
Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
Maahipura: Eld. and Mrs. Charles Engle,
Madhipura, District Bhagalpur, B. N. W. Ry.,
India.
Barjora: Eld. and Mrs. G. E. Paulus, Barjora,
P. O. Tribenigunj, via Supaul, B. N. W. Ry.,
District Bhagalpur, India.
MISSIONARIES ON FURLOUGH
Elder and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen, Gormley, Ont.
Annie E. Winger, Delisle, Sask., Can.
Bish. and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, 118 E. Coover
Street, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Anna Wolgemuth, Lawn, Pa.
Miss Erne Rohrer, Ludlow Falls, Ohio.
Miss Martha Kauffman, 319 Spruce St., Abilene, Kansas.
Mrs. Emma Frey, 2501 Bartlett St., San
Gabriel, Calif.
Miss Sadie HOME
Book, Ramona,
Kans., Box 93.
MISSIONS
City Missions
Altoona Mission, t>13 Fourth Ave., Altoona, Pa.,
Herman G. and Laura Miller.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., Buffalo, N. ?..
Earl C. and Myrtle Bossert.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., Chicago,
111., Sarah Bert, Supt., C. J. Carlson, Pastor
and Asst. Supt., Avas Carlson, Harriet
Gougli, Alice K. Albright, Rosa Eyster.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio,
W. H. and Susie Boyer, E v a Dick, Angeline
Cox.
"God's Love Mission," 1524 Third Ave., Detroit,
Mich., William and Willa Lewis, Janna
Goins, Ida Eckman.
Home Address: 3949 Wabash.
Messiah Light House Chapel, 1175 Bailey St.,
Harrisburg, Pa., Joel and Faithe Carlson,
Anna Wolgemuth, N a o m i
Wolgemuth.
Phone: 26488.
* .
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., Philadelphia, Pa., Jesse and Esther Hoover, Emma
Crider, Barbara Hitz.
Life Line Gospel Mission, 832 Kearney St., San
Francisco, Calif., William and Mary Hoke,
Grace Plum, Ruth Bowers.
Home Address: 311 Scott St.,
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth Street, Welland, Ont., Can., Walter and Sadie Reighard.
Rural Missions
Canoe Creek Mission, Hollidaysburg, Pa., R. 2,
Elwood C. and Ethel Flewelling.
Gladwin, Michigan:
Mt. Carmel, Charles and Myrtle Nye.
Oak Grove, Melvin Stauffer.
Houghton Mission, Tillsonburg, Ont., Can.,
R. D. 1, Edward and Emma Gilmore; Idellus
Sider; and Clara Steckley.
Kentucky, Albert H. Engle, Supt.
Fair/view, Ella, Ky., Hershey and Dalta
Gramm, Sara Brubaker.
Garlin, Albert and Marjie Engle, Imogene
Snider, Ruth Freisen.
Home Evangel, Knifley, Ky., Harold and
Alice Wolgemuth.
North Star Mission, Meath Park Station,
Sask., Can., Albert and Geneva Cober, Martha Sentz, Ruth McWilliams.
Stowe Mission, Stowe, Pa., John A. and Emma
L. Climenhaga, Anna Mae Stauffer.
Valley Chapel, Ohio, Henry P. Heisey, Louisville. Ohio. R. R.
2.
Institutions
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg, Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser,
Steward and Matron.
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Bro. Robert
B. Resconsin, Steward, and Sr. Dorothy
Resconsin, Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illinois, Roy
W. Zook, Supt.; Mrs. Roy W. Zook, Matron,
Ethel Brewer, helper.
Beulah College, Upland, California.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas. Oklahoma,
Messiah Bible College, Grantham, PaOntario Bible School. Fort Erie. Ont.

j Special Announcements, j
! Evangelistic Slate, Etc.
CONFERENCE SECY ISSUES
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
The Seventy-first ANNUAL GENERAL
CONFERENCE of the BRETHREN IN
CHRIST CHURCH Will Convene
JUNE 4TH, 1941 at
Camp Alexander Mack, near Milford, Ind.
District Secretaries who have not already
done so, should immediately forward names
of delegates, names of Trustees for Church
properties, with names of non-resident
Bishops chosen as overseers, for confirmation, with any other local matters to be
presented to Conference for consideration.
Reports of Committees, petitions from
State or Joint councils, programs of the
Conference Meetings of the various Church
Boards, and any other matter which should
appear in Conference Programs must be in
my hands, not later than May 1st.
ORVILLE B. ULERY
General Conference Secretary
1325 Maiden Lane, Springfield, Ohio
KOXBUSY CAMP MEETING DATES
for 1941 are August 9 to August 16. If further
information is desired, please write Arthur
C. Zook, Chambersburg, Pa.
BIBLE HOLINESS CAMP MEETING
Located 6 miles S. W. of Knoxville on
Scott's farm on Crooked road from Knoxvill« to Melcher, August 21st to 31st.
Workers:
Bishop D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.
Bro. E. A. Lacour, University Park, la.
Bro. H. W. Landis, Des Moines, la.
Children's Worker, Sr. Alma Bollinger.
Song leader, Bro. James Dennison.
Ambassadors Quartette, special music.
Meals and lodging on Free Will offering
plan.
Information write Mary Wenger, Knoxville, Iowa, R. 2.
JUNIATA AND MIFFLIN CO. DISTRICT
TENT MEETING, JUNE 7, 1941
DIRECTIONS
Two miles east of Mifflintown on Route 22
to Intersection Route 75, to sign; one mile
west of Mexico on Route 22 to Intersection
Route 75, to sign. Follow signs to grounds.
Bro. Clayton Engle will be the Evangelist.
—Carl Oberlin, Sec'y of Committee.

Editorial
(Continued from page 131)
God toward evil and sin. On the other
hand, the church of Christ can stand firm,
and here and there a soul will be saved as
a brand plucked from the burning. The
coming of Christ is, after all, the final
hope of the world and He that shall come,
will come and will not tarry. The coming
of Christ is inevitable. It surely cannot be
far away.
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! NEWS OF CHURCH ACTIVITIES
Love Feast Dates
Canada
Clarence Center meet at 2:30 p. m May 17, 18
Markham meet at 10:00 a. m
May 17, 18
Waterloo meet at 2:00 p. m
May 24, 25
Cheapside meet at 2:00 p. m
May 24, 25
Wainfleet meet at 2:00 p. m
May 31, June 1
Howick meet at 2:00 p. m
May 31, June 1
Nottowa meet at 10:00 a. m
June 14, 15
Walsingham meet at 2:00 p. m
June 14, 15
Bertie meet a t 10:00 a.m
June 21, 22
Springvale meet at 2:00 p. m
June 21, 22
Boyle meet at 2:00 p. m
June 28, 29
.Kansas
Belle Springs
May 9, 10
Clay County
May 16, 17
Brown County
May 24, 25
Bethel
May 31, June 1
Kentucky
Evangel Chapel Love Feast
May 17
Indiana
Garrett
May 17, 18
Union Grove
May 10, II
Maryland
Ringgold Church, Ringgold
May 17, 18
Michigan
Merrill
May 17, 18
Gladwin
June 14, 15
Ohio
Valley Chapel Communion Service...-May 10, 11
Highland Church
May 31, June 1
Sippo Valley
May 31, June 1
NOTICE
We extend a special invitation to those coming from the East to General Conference, to
stop at Highland for our love feast which will
be held Saturday and Sunday, May 31, and
June 1.—Bish. Wilbur Snider.
Oklahoma
Bethany Church

May 17, 18

Pennsylvania
Brethren in Christ
Philadelphia
May 3, 4
Mechanicsburg
May 10, 11
Urantham, Fa
May 17, 18
Silverdale, Pa
May 17, 18
Pequea
May 17, 18
Elizabethtown
May 22, 23
Martinsburg, Morrison Cove Dist
May 24, 25
Cedar Grove
May 24, 25
Graterford
May 24, 25
. Air Hill
May 28, 29
Mastersonville
May 30, 31
Lykens Valley
May 31, June' 1
United Zions Children
Elizabethtown, (opens afternoon)....May 17, 18
Annville (opens afternoon)
May 24, 25
Lititz Home (opens at 10:00 a. m.)....May 30, 31

Canada
WAINFLHET, ONI, — The revival services
began on Jan. 5, when Bishop Henry Schneider
of Merrill, Mich., came to labor with us for
several weeks.
The
favorable
weather
throughout helped to keep a good attendance.
While the messages were being given the
Holy Spirit faithfully convicted the hearts of
the listeners, resulting in a number finding
themselves at an altar of prayer. Amongst
these were those more hardened in sin, but
still not ready to forsake all for the One who
has bought them. Several were Sunday School
children, and for these we especially pray,
that while they are yet young in years, they
may whole-heartedly decide for Christ. The
Lord definitely met all who really sought Him,
whether for pardon for sins or for the life
more abundant.
The services of our Brother were appreciated and we pray that he may have many
souls for his labors of love.
A two-day Bible Conference.was held March
12-13, when we had as speakers Elders Wm.
Charlton, Cecil Cullen, Earl Sider, Edward
Gilmore and Walter Reighard. The attendance was not so large but those who were
able to be there received a spiritual uplift.
Recently an election for a deacon was held
which resulted in both Bro. Isaac Flagg and
Bro. George Sider being chosen for that office.

It has seemed necessary for some time to
make more room for our congregation, but
especially for our increasing Sunday School.
We are glad to report that the additional
building and remodelling was done last summer. For this we are thankful.
—Mattie Pye, Cor.
WELLAHD MISSION —Greetings in Jesus'
name. "Hope in God", should be the watchword for every Christian. There is never a
time when the Christian cannot hope in God.
Whatever difficulties, sorrows, problems, oppositions, we may still hope in God. Man will
fail unless he hopes in God.
Several days ago we met Mr. Luther, the author of the song, " J e s u s Never Fails". He
was called to the platform, gave his testimony and stated that Jesus had never failed
him and encouraged everyone to trust in Him.
The past winter our work has been encouraging with an increase in attendance in our
Sunday School. A number of the scholars
come from homes who are not members of
the Church. The children are working hard
for an increased attendance as the school is
offering a reward. We held cottage prayer
meetings in different homes and were able to
contact a few who were not regularly attending the Mission. We have two prayer
meetings weekly. Our Bible Study is an inspiration. The messages from the speakers
are food to the soul. They are means of developing the Christian life.
There has been much sickness in our group
the past quarter and considerable visitation
became necessary.
We visited a friend in
the hospital who once knew the joys of salvation. She expressed her need of again following the Lord. Her personal testimony was,
"I never will be satisfied until I return to the
Mission". Pray , for this family. God has
used them in the past.
The state of the world today is unrest.
Wickedness is on the increase. People will
continue their tireless pursuit a f t e r ' t h e pleasures, worldly lusts and earthly ambitions. God
is left out of their lives and retribution is
inevitable. Thank God there are those who
are making progress and stemming the tide.
Our group at Welland has stood by the work
nobly. Their burden for souls and help
materially has been blessed of the Lord. The
donations sent in, especially the meat by the
Wainfleet group, is a great help in reducing
our expenses. The following list of persons
donated to our work the past quarter:
Norman Church, M. A. Winger, Mrs. Verna
Sider, John Mater, George Whiteside, Webster
Burtch, Herbert Sider, Joram Nigh, Bennie
Winger, Robert Gilmore, E t t a Bowes, Bruce
Sider, Walter Cloak, Eldon Marr, Bro. and Sr.
N. Sider, Jonathan Lyons, George Snyder, Sr.
Stenenette, Mattie Pye, John Mater, Jr., Mrs.
Learn, P. J. Wiebe, Jesse Sider, a Friend, and
Gertrude Tucker. May the Lord add His
blessing to those who donated to the work at
Welland. God bless you. Thanks.
—In Christian fellowship, W. L. and Sadie
Reighard.
Financial Report—Jan.-Fat).-Mar., 1941
Balance Jan. 1
$ 34.00
Receipts
Hall offerings
119.71
George Proctor
33.00
Norman Church
1.00
O. L. Heise
3.50
Nellie Flewelling
2.00
Mary Bossert
.50
Eldon Marr
1.00
Bish. L. Shoalts
1.00
Bish. E. J. Swalm
2.50
Eld. Alvin Burkholder
1.00
Sherkston S. S. Ontario
15.00
Total
$214.21
Expenditures
Table
$ 39.00
Phone
8.77
Electricity
5.17
Hshld. incidentals: curtains, linoleum,
rug, electric unit, paint
20.55
Potatoes
:
2.05
Gas
6.21
Water
2.70
Flour
1.63
Church incidentals
2.54
War Relief
27.25
Stationery—postage
1.75
Miscl
18.66
Coal
14.25

(7)
Car exps.—gas, oil, repairs
Total
Balance April 1, 1941
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20.55

$171.08
$ 43.13

Indiana
NAPPAHEE—The Male Chorus of Messiah
Bible College was with us on Easter Sunday.
We were privileged to have a number of these
Christian young men with us in a Sunrise
Easter Service at the Hepton Union Church,
and in the Sunday morning services of both
the Locke and Union Grove Churches. The
Sunday morning service at the Locke Church
was unusual in many respects. Some elderly
people who were ill during the winter and not
able to get out for previous services were
present. There was also a splendid attendance
of young people in this meeting. The spirit of
the Lord was manifest and many rejoiced in
the assurance of a Risen and Glorified Saviour.
On Sunday afternoon the Chorus presented
a program at the Christian Church in Wakarusa and again in the evening at' the Locke
Church. The attendance at these services was
very good and the Chorus was much appreciated. May God bless them is our prayer.
—Cor.

Iowa
DES MOINES, IOWA—Dear Families of the
Visitor: Greetings through the precious blood
of the Lamb. "Revive thy work, O Lord, in
the midst of years". If ever there was a day
when spiritual fires needed rekindling and
stirring we are living in that day. We love
to read the history of revivals of religion in
the days of our fore-fathers, but alas, we are
living in a great day of darkness, there is an
urgent need right at our hand. We need to
get on our knees and call earnestly and fervently upon our God for our present day. Oh,
that the Lord would give us a fresh vision
of the need of souls and our personal responsibility for the lost about us.
It is our purpose to keep a continual revival
spirit in our midst. AVe may not see souls
coming by the hundreds, but let us be faithful
to our opportunities.
We began a Special Series of Meetings at
the Oak Park Mission on March 2. Bro. Bishop
Charles Byers was our called Evangelist. As
Bro. Byers could not come until the 4th, the
Revival was started off by our Pastor, Elder
H. W. Landis. The first message was an inspiring one, the theme being: "The Place was
shaken". Acts 4. The high points were as
follows: "They all prayed, they all received
a fresh anointing, they all spoke the Word
with boldness, they were all of one heart, they
were all made liberal, thev all had great grace
and power!" PRAISE THE LORD FOR THE
ABUNDANT PROVISION HE HAS MADE
FOR OUR VICTORY!
Bro. Byers' messages were a great blessing
to us and our hearts were stirred and enlarged
to greater things spiritually. On March 12
he gave us such a good photograph of the
"Old Man". The Lord crowned these meetings with seeking souls and some definite
victories. Some who did not get clear through
are still seeking. This encourages our hearts
to see souls who are determined to be sure
and go to the bottom. Our prayer is that God
will meet them definitely and baptize them
with the Holy Ghost and Fire.
So with new faith and courage we begin to
pray and plan for a summer full of spiritual
activities, D. V. We pray God's special blessing and anointing upon Bro. Byers and his
family. May his reward be a harvest of precious souls. In His Loving Service,
Anna I. Jeffries, Cor.

Kansas
ABILENE SUNDAY SCHOOL—On April 2,
1941, the Kansas State Sunday School Convention met at the Abilene Church for its 39th
meeting. The meeting was well attended and
dinner was served to 175 people. The session
opened with Devotions by Alvin Hoover, followed by—How to Bring Inspiration to the
Devotional Period, by Hiram Engle: Evangelization in the Sunday School by Donald Heer.
According to statistics, the Church has not
lived up to her opportunities of Evangelization
in the Sunday School.
Song—A Trio by the Book sisters, Miss Sadie Book, Mrs. Mary Byer, and Mrs. Ruth Witter, was greatly appreciated by all.
"What is That in Thine Hand?" by Mrs. M.
G. Engle. She told how Moses, David, Dorcas
and others used what was in their hand. God
cannot use what we have unless we give it up.
The noon recess was followed by Devotion.
—Walter Engle.
Secretary's Report — Lowell Hoover. Very
interesting comparison of schools. This re-
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port also brought out lack of Evangelization
in the Sunday Schools.
"How Can We Interest Our Adolescent
Youth?", Alma Bollinger. Key Word is Adjustment. There must be friendship and a
personal touch. Pray daily for each one by
name. Accept pupils as they are, then work
on them. We cannot neglect the social life of
our pupils but keep the standard high.
" T h e Sunday School, Yesterday, To-day and
To-morrow", Sadie Book. We were happy to
have Sister Book, who has spent so many
years in Africa, discuss the Sunday Schools
of Africa. They were started in 1899 for
older people.
International leaflets in the native language
are used. These are four pages, First, Second, Third and Fourth Quarter, with daily
readings. There are now 75 schools with 173
teachers and 3,512 average attendance. Faith
sees a large quarterly, larger classes for old
people, more Sunday Schools, more superintendents without taking preachers, more conversions and natives being more punctual.
Missionary Song by Congregation.
A word to the discouraged teacher by Bishop M. G. Engle.—Source of discouragement is
not divine but frbm the devil. Holy Scriptures
always give encouragement. Some reasons for
discouragement: Session may be hard to understand. Attendance of class may be small.
Class may be hard to interest. Some pupils
lack discipline at home. Lack of cooperation
of parents. We need courage and more courage. Activity and more activity.
Song—"I Am Thine For Service", by George
Lenhert, Vernon Brandt, Ira and Lowell Hoover.
Discussion Period—Abram Brechbill.
The question box was opened and the Congregation entered into the discussion. This
closed the afternoon session.
Evening—Devotion, D. M. Frey.
Unified
Teaching, Cecil Plank. Unified means basic
teaching. We should teach in Sunday School
the same as the church teaches.
I Cor. 2-13. We should be taught by the
Holy Spirit. We must get our teaching if
correct from the Word of God. We must have
the Unifier if we have Unity. Teaching staff
should be in sympathy with Church teaching.
God's people should be willing to be neutralized.
Reading, "The Unbroken Line", by Miriam
Frey. A story of a Sunday School girl whose
religion was real and brought others into the
Sunday School by her life.
Song—"I Want to Live His Love to Show",
by Loretta and Wilmetta Sellers. ' 'How Can
I Teach, Except I Be Taught", by Homer
Engle.
Having a recitation is not teaching. Teaching is causing another to know.
Teacher
must create a desire to learn. The teacher's
teacher is the perfect teacher, the Holy Spirit.
Know the truth. We must know Christ before we can teach Him.
On April 6, our Superintendent had Mr. John
E. Gish recite for the school an Easter poem,
which he had composed. Mr. Gish is 85 years
old.
A very inspiring and helpful Easter program was given April 13, under the direction
of Mrs. Abram Brechbill. We were glad to
have Miss Opal Hoffman and Miss Frances
Kauffman, both former members of our school,
sing a duet. Also appreciated other visitors.
—Mrs. E. W„ Cor.

Kentucky
GENERAL REPORT—By A. H. Engle. With
very grateful hearts for the blessings of
health and strength and the grace of God enabling us to continue our work in the interest
of the salvation of souls in this part of God's
vineyard, we present our report for the first
quarter of 1941.
Aside from the regular schedule of work
during this quarter we had a revival at Pleasant Grove, a report of which appears elsewhere in this Bulletin, and are carrying on
Vacation Bible Schools.
A school was conducted at Bloomington with
Sr. Fannie Willis, Sr. Imogene Snider, and
Sr. Ruth Friesen as teachers. Also, as appears in the reports from the other stations,
schools were conducted at Evangel Chapel and
Fairview, with Sr. Friesen and Sr. Snider, respectively, helping as teachers.
As the new quarter begins, the above teachers are conducting a school at Garlin. Interest was good in all these schools. A more
complete report of the Vacation Bible Schools
will appear in the next issue of our bulletin,
after the season is concluded.
Our regular services have been well attended. Good roads due to the dry open winter
have made it easier for people to get out. On
the other hand, measles, which has been scattered so generally, has hindered attendance in
some of our communities during the past
month or two. The measles visited our home
at Garlin, but we are glad that we need no
more fear our children getting them.
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While the writer was away for two revivals
in Michigan and Pennsylvania during the past
quarter, our sister workers here at Garlin
cared for all the services except the preaching services, and for some of them planned
special features in connection with the Sunday Schools. The writer was able to contact
the work in all the communities during the
time between each evangelistic engagement.
We appreciate the faithful services of our
helpers.
On January 20, Elder Marshall Winger began a revival at the Pleasant Grove schoolhouse. There was good weather, good attendance, much conviction, and six professions the
first week. While none responded the second
week, a very good spirit prevailed and the
people greatly appreciated Bro. Winger's
searching messages.
Other details of our work appear in our
Quarterly Bulletin, a copy of which may be
had upon request.
We appreciate the liberal offerings of the
friends of this work. Thus hath God supplied our needs and for this we praise Him.
And we are sure the Lord will bless those
who have given.
We regret very much that we must report
such a large repair bill on our car account
this quarter. We. in the past, have been fortunate in being able to make good purchases
in used cars. But the last one has given us
much trouble. Having personally financed the
purchase of the car we do not believe we
should assume the financial burden of the repairing, personally. We hope again to have
a car that will not incur such large repair
bills, and hope we will get along better from
now on with the one we have. We deducted
from the car account nearly twice the cost
of gas and oil for trips off the field.
Donations of produce given by local people
are reported in our Quarterly Bulletin. We
are glad to recognize any donations sent for
the work.
Financial Report for Jan.-Feb.-Mar., 1941.
Receipts
Pleasant Grove Congregation
$15.68
Vester Congregation
8.00
Bloomington Congregation
5.53
Ivory Corbin
5.00
Grassy Springs Congregation
3.50
Eula Stevenson
50
May Conover
1.00
Ruth Friesen
3.00
Imogene Snider
2.00
Albert and Margie Engle
:
4.00
Evangel Chapel
2.08
W. R. Goodin
2.00
Mrs. W. R. Goodin
1.00
J. C. Holcomb
1.00
Vina Overstreet
1.00
Harold and Alice Wolgemuth
2.00
Fairview Congregation
2.05
Miller Fields Congregation
2.00
T a r t a r Congregation
3.25
Sara Brubaker
2.00
Hershey and Dalta Gramm
3.00
David H. Engle, Detroit, Kans
20.00
Martinsburg Cong., Pennsylvania
18.00
Bethel S. S., Kansas
4.78
Chino S. S., California
10.00
Junior Class, Merrill S. S., Mich
6.50
Marshall Winger (tithe)
4.00
Mary Brenner, Smithville, 0
1.00
Upland S. S., California
32.48
Herman Miller, Altoona, Pa.
10.00
Bethel S. S., Birthday Offering, Kans
6.68
Ralph Herr, Clayton, Ohio
10.00
Elizabeth Thuma, Ohio
5.00
David H. Winger, Newburg, Pa
2.50

QUARTERLY BULLETIN, Partial cost of
material and mailing
$ 4.50
Total genl. operating expenses
$249.30

Total Receipts
Balance, Jan. 1, 1941
Total Receipts and Balance
Expenditures
Garlin: Car account. Repairs
Gas, etc
Table account
Fuel
Electricity, % of $9
Garden and orchard
Postage, telephone for general needs
of Mission
Miscellaneous
Total for Garlin
Home Evangel: Car account
Repairs and license
Operation
Table account
Fuel account
Garden and orchard
Miscellaneous
Total for Home Evangel

$200.53
94.61
$295.14
$ 42.57
18.55
26.15
6.82
4.50
6.00
3.91
5.25
$113.75
15.75
14.12
13.73
4.11
4.45
2.05

:

$ 54.21

Fairview: Car account
Table account
Fuel and light
Garden and orchard
Miscellaneous

$ 24.04
28.70
7.88
6.81
9.41

Total for Fairview

$ 76.84

Bal. on hand, April 1, 1941

$45.84

HOME EVANGEL REPORT — God's challenge to us today in face of the looming
crisis is found in Jer. 33:3. "Call unto me
and I will answer thee, and show thee great
and mighty things which thou knowest not."
This is the answer to Satan's threateninghordes. We must believe God.
Right now, the armies of the world are
marching and lining up for a terrible and
disastrous conflict. "Stand to your post and
die rather than retreat in defeat!" command
their leaders, and hopelessly they move forward to death and horror. Our side of the
picture is quite different. We too, have marching orders to move on. Jesus, as He ascended, said "Go", with the promise of help
to the end. We see clearly through the
smoke and haze of our times. Victory is
ahead of us and beyond that a crown. Can
we say with the apostle, I have fought a
good fight?
We made a trip, in January, to Pennsylvania, because of the sickness of my mother.
We wish to take this opportunity to thank
all who helped to make the trip possible. May
your future be happy with the Lord.
The D. V. Bible School, here at the Chapel,
was fairly well attended considering the sickness in the community, whooping cough and
measles. There were 49 on the roll and an
average attendance of 40. We feel much good
has been accomplished. Sixteen young people
and children accepted the Lord. This was a
breaking up time, tears were shed and audible
prayers went up to God, who answered. Yes,
investments in the Lord's work pay large dividends and this is real pay. Sr. Ruth Freisen
helped in the Bible School. Her consecrated
and untiring effort helped to make the school
a success.
Our Sunday School attendance and prayer
meetings held up well during the winter considering the sickness in the community.
We are happy to report an opening for service in an ajoining community at Dunbar Hill.
We have been invited there, and the services
will be held in a schoolhouse. May we more
earnestly pray that many souls might yet be
saved before the Son of God descends to
snatch us away. "Say ye not there are yet
four months and then cometh the harvest?
behold, I say unto you, lift up your eyes and
look on the fields: for they are white already
to harvest."
FAIRVIEW REPORT—By Hershey Gramm.
Dear Readers, Greetings in Jesus' Name. We
have come to the time for another quarterlyreport and the first one for this year. First
of all we want to thank our heavenly Father
for His presence with us and the many blessings that He gives us from day to day. We
are thankful for good health in the family
during the past three months. At least up
till the past two weeks when the children began taking the measles. The weather has been
such that it has been possible for us to get
into nearly every home in our three communities. The interest and the attendance has
been very good this quarter which is nearly
always the one when we expect the smallest
attendance because of weather conditions. We
are looking forward to the coming quarter
with high hopes for good attendance at the
various services. We believe many who are
being forced to stay home because of the
measles will come back with renewed desires
to attend the place of worship.
We have just closed our first Bible school
for this season and feel that it was time well
spent in studying the Word of God. We have
heard many expressions of gratitude by those
who attended and some have expressed the
opinion that this was the best school that
was ever held here at Fairview. Also we want
to give a word of praise to those in the adult
class. This was more or less of an experiment but we feel that it was worthwhile and
if the Lord tarries another year we hope that
it will be possible for us to do the same
again. May the Lord bless each one is our
prayer.

Oklahoma
BETHANY CHURCH, THOMAS—Our spring
revival began Sunday morning, March 16, with
Rev. John Rosenberry of Knoxville, Iowa as
evangelist. He came Billed with the spirit
and the saints were praying and the Holy
Spirit came on the scene and gave us a gracious revival. There were almost sixty seekers
at the altar of prayer not counting any repeats. God answered our prayers in giving
some definite conversions and sanctifieations.
Several afternoon meetings were held and they
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were indeed a blessing. We praise God that He
is still on the throne and that He does hear and
answer prayer. There were those who were under conviction and failed to yield and also those
who refused to walk in the light as it came to
them. Our prayer is that they may yet yield
to God and surrender to His will. Help us
pray that those who received help may walk
in the light as it comes and remain true to
God until Jesus com.es.
Bro. Rosenberry and Bish. D. R. Eyster
visited a number of homes which we believe
proved to be a blessing. Three street meetings were held in Thomas where the Gospel
was proclaimed through preaching, song and
testimony. The last night of the meeting came
on April 7th with several at the altar of
prayer. May God continue to bless Bro. Rosenberry and make him a blessing as he goes
forth in His service.
On Sunday morning, April 20th, Sr. Emma
Frey, returned missionary from Africa spoke
to us during the preaching hour. She told of
several incidents where God had saved and
kept native women and they are stalwart
Christians now. We appreciated the word picture she gave of the work being done on the
African Mission Field especially in Southern
Rhodesia. Our prayer is that the work may
still go forward and many more may be saved.
—Mrs. P. R. L., Cor.

Pennsylvania
ANTRIM REVIVAL—On March 9 a revival
opened at the Antrim Church, continuing for
two weeks. The Male Chorus from our Bible
College was with us for the opening service.
The snow made traveling difficult, but a large
crowd was present, to enjoy the inspirational
messages of sacred singing.
Eld. Henry Ginder served as evangelist, and
very faithfully preached the Word in its
truth and purity. A good attendance showed
their appreciation of the services. The children eagerly looked forward to Tuesday and
Friday evenings when illustrated messages
were given to them prior to the evening message. A very interesting sermon was given
to the young people.
We are grateful for visible results. Souls
were saved, and others led to a closer fellowship with God.
REVIVAL MEETINGS
Silverdale, Pa. Rev. Luke Keefer,
May 4-18, 1941
SOtTDERTON-SILVERDALE — The Ladies'
Chorus of Messiah Bible College gave a very
enjoyable program a t the Souderton Brethren
in Christ Church on Sunday afternoon, Mar.
30, 1941. The church was filled to capacity.
Another excellent program at the same place
was given by the Philadelphia Young People's
Society on Saturday evening, April 5, 1941.
Bro. Bert Winger brought the message of the
evening, while special music, a reading and an
address varied and added interest to the program. Both programs were sponsored by the
local Young People's Society. May God bless
all those who worship with us from time to
time.—Mrs. Paul L. Harley, Cor.
CARLISLE, PA. — Beginning Sunday, April
6, 1941, we were privileged to enjoy a series
of pre-Easter services with our pastor, Rev.
R. H. Winger, in charge.
Palm Sunday—There were 200 present in
Sunday School.
The Sunday School was
opened by the Superintendent, J. N. Lehman.
Our Minister and several young people conducted the devotions. A special message in
song rendered by a mixed Octette was very
inspirational. Following the pastor's message,
eight precious souls were received into Church
fellowship. At the close of the service each
one present was given a palm.
On Palm Sunday evening the Young People
of our society had a very impressive palm
processional. This being the first service with
our new officers, the retiring chairman, Joseph
Lehman, formally handed over his office to
the new chairman, William Wenger, following
which our pastor conducted the installation
service of the new officers, which were elected
by the society to serve for the next six
months. The theme for the evening was the
"Last Supper". As we listened to the message, we were all made to have a greater
appreciation of Christ's death and suffering.
On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Rev.
Wenger spoke on the theme, " T h e Man of
Sorrows". Each evening there was a thirty
minute devotional period, prior to the sermon,
and this was led by different classes of the
Sunday School. There was a nice attendance
each evening and, it seems to me, that all
who were privileged to attend these meetings
were richly rewarded.
On Tuesday evening everyone was given a
picture of Christ with a Crown of Thorns on
His Head. As we looked at this picture our
hearts were saddened to think of what our
Saviour had to suffer for our sins.
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Thursday evening was set aside for another
commemoration of our Saviour's death and
suffering. This service was in charge of our
Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Sr., and proved to be
a period of blessing and sweet fellowship
among the saints.
Easter Sunday, April 13, was a beautiful
day with 220 in attendance. The church was
well filled. The services throughout the day
were planned with the thought of "Easter".
We feel greatly indebted to our Heavenly
Father for the way He has blessed the work
at this place and we are certain He will help
us to go forward in the power of His name.
—A. B. L., Cor.
GENERAL REPORT, MESSIAH LIGHTHOUSE CHAPEL, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg,
Pa.—For Quarter ending Mar. 31, 1941.—May
Grace, Mercy and Peace from God our Father,
be your portion, dear readers of the Evangelical Visitor. We are glad to report good
courage at the close of another quarter's activities at the Messiah Lighthuse Chapel, in
Pennsylvania's capital city. We thank our
dear Lord for victory through Jesus Christ,
and for His help and grace in pressing the
battle in behalf of precious souls. The health
of the workers has been good and for this we
are indeed grateful.
Our winter revival began in January with
Bishop R. I. Witter as the evangelist. The
full gospel was ably declared by our brother,
and we thank God for those who sought the
Lord at an altar of prayer. On several evenings outstanding victories were realized at
the altar. There was reasonable good support
in attendance from outlying districts and we
appreciate this token of interest and support.
Many happy memories center around these
services, and we trust that those who received
help and deliverance will press on and be
faithful. Will you help us pray for them!
We sincerey thank all who have shared in
the upkeep of the Lord's House at this place
during this last quarter. Our hearts were
touched more than once by evidences of God's
care for us as revealed in the contributions
of His children. We know that Heaven will
amply reward you. We have endeavored to
record carefully and to report properly. In
case we have made any error in omitting any
donation, or have not given proper public recognition, please do not hesitate to inform us
of the same.
Naturally during this quarter the cost of
heating the building runs high. It was necessary to buy fuel often in small quantities because of our limited balance, but we thank
God that He always supplied, and always on
time. Though on this line, it was often from
"hand to mouth", so to speak, we are happy
to realize that it was, after all, "God's Hand".
Some local friends were considerate of us, in
the price of the coal, and we appreciated this
a great deal. And we rejoiced to be able to
close this quarter, as we had opened it, without any deficit, although with a reduced balance. All praise to God ' 'from whom all
blessings flow".
We want to mention with special gratitude
the receipt of a check for $100.00 from Bro.
and Sr. Joseph M. Eshelman, of Sedgwick,
Kans. This liberal check, coming as it did
from Kansas, where we served for over five
years, carried with it a rich blessing. It
moved our hearts in humility before the Lord
to deep-felt thanks and gratitude.
This contribution is not shown in the regular financial report because it was allocated
to the more permanent needs of the building.
Chief among these are the needed reflooring
of the chapel, and new seating equipment. At
present investigation is being made relative
to these needs. Plans are also in motion for
the erection of a garage for our car—it having
been necessary for our car to be out in the
weather, without it. We are sure that the
Lord sees this need, and will enable us to
proceed in due time. We invite your prayers
in our behalf for wisdom in the conduct of
this Mission Home that it might be administered according to His holy and perfect pattern.
Again we thank all supporters of this work
and covet an interest in your prayers that
we as a mission family might be fruitful in
the ministry for lost souls. God bless you all,
Amen.
—Joel E. Carlson and Workers.
Financial Report for Jan.-Peh.-Mar., 1941.
Disbursements
Table supplies
$ 80.15
Phone
8:80
Gas
6.95
Water Bill (6 months)
12.50
Furniture
5.50
Electricity
17.54
Coal
160.00
Evangelist
107.35
Advertising
2.00
Pastors offerings
51.62
Charity
2.00
Repairs
8.79
Miscellaneous
5.09
Total

_

$468.29
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On Feb. 19, in a foreign mission meeting,
addressed by Bro. and Sr. David Hall, an
offering was taken, amounting to $12.62, which
was given to them for their personal use.
« On March 30th, our regular Sunday morning offering was given to the Relief Fund,
which amounted to $6.01, and this was sent
to Bro. John Hoffman, Treasurer.
Other contributions, chiefly provisions, and
groceries, in a few instances, clothing, etc.:
Herman Stoner, Lester Saltzman, Clyde
Neiss, Mrs. Grouse, Miriam Heisey, Viola Miller, Abner Martin, John Snider, Simon Bohen,
Mrs. Loudon, Oscar Rasers, Phares Wolgemuth, Edna Payne, Frank Potteiger, Clara
Lyons, Howard Wolgemuth, Walter Heiseys,
Guy Van Dykes, John Wolgemuth, Sam R.
Keefer, Jr., Earl Cutmans, Sam Brehms, Bro.
Greenawalt, Harriet Falk, Zinn Bros. Coal Co.,
Levi and Hannah Sollenberger, John H. Kreider, Mt. Pleasant Sunday School, Mrs. Lottie
Martin's S. S. Class, Elizabethtown. Mr. and
Mrs. Clare Brehm.
Receipts
Balance on hand, Jan. 1, 1941
$64.81
Chapel offerings
$212.04
Evangelistic offerings
109.35
In His Name
.35
Edith Doner
50.00
Gladys Paine
.'.
70
In His Name
1.00
Oscar and Rosa Raser
2.50
Enoch McCorkle
1.00
Ethan Kreider
1.00
Faithe Light
1.00
Paul Bigham
21.00
Frances Stoner
1.00
Mrs. Adda Wolgemuth
2.00
Menno Brubaker
2.00
Ella Brubaker
2.00
Ethel Heisey
.-.
1.00
Ella Gish
1.00
Sale of old stove
5.00
Arthur Heise
1.40
Thomas Doner
2.00
Catherine Hostetter
.50
Total
$482.65
Total Expenses
468.29
Bal. on hand Mar. 31, 1941
$ 14.36

FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE
BENEFICIARY FUND
For Jan., Feb., Mar., 1941
Receipts
Bal. on hand Jan. 1, 1941
$361.64
Mrs. I. N. Hershey, Elizabethtown, Pa... 15.00
Breth'n in Christ Y. P. Soc, Cleona, Pa. 20.00
Saxton S. S., Pennsylvania
10.30
Riddlesburg S. S., Pa
4.00
Beginners' Class, Saxton, Pa
5.00
New Guilford S. S., Pa
10.00
Sherman's Valley S. S., Pa
7.33
J. K. Forney, Abilene, Kansas
15.00
Beulah Chapel S. S., Springfield, 0
83.82
A. S. Kreider, Milledgeville, 111
3.00
Palmyra Cong., Palmyra, P a
75.00
Hummelstown Cong., Hummelst'n, Pa... 12.00
Fairland Cong., Cleona, Pa
94.00
Donegal Dist., Lancaster Co., Pa
25.76
Rapho Dist., Lancaster Co., Pa
48.00
Mastersonville S. S., Pa
30.00
Bethany S S., Thomas, Okla
100.00
Lee Wilkins, Okla. farm
107.55
Graterford Cong., Pa.
80.43
A Brother, Ohio
2.25
Pequea S. S., Pennsylvania
34.00
Lancaster S. S., Pa
44.69
Cheapside Cong., Ontario
12.10
Beulah Heisey, Gormley, Ont
5.00
A Sister, Sask., Canada
6.00
Springvale Cong., Canada
17.00
Sherkston Cong., Canada
15.00
Bertie Cong., Ontario, Canada
30.00
Mary Morningstar Est., Stevensville, Ont
35.00
Clarence Center Cong., New York
16.32
Girven Sider, Wainfleet, Ont
1.00
Markham Cong., Ontario
55.22
Total Receipts
$1381.41
Expenditures
Paid to Beneficiaries: Jan., $201; Feb.,
$201; Mar., $320.50. Total
722.50
Checking service charge
1.54
Total Expenditures
$724.04
Bal. on hand April 1, 1941
$657.37
Carl J. Ulery, Treasurer.
HOME MISSION TREASURER'S REPORT
For Jan., Feb., Mar., 1941
Receipts
Bal. on hand Jan. 1, 1941
$172.01
Conoy S. S. Special
$ 63.41
Grace M. Stoner
10.00
Manor S. S
78.36
Lane. S. S
41.90
Belle Spring S. S
9.33
Messiah Home Y. P. Society
22.14
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Abilene S. S
Montgomery S. S
Alfred Rotz
H. L. Trump and Wife
Manor Pequea Y. P. Society
Silverdale S. S
Hebron S. S., Kansas
Palmyra S. S
Dallas Center S. S
Bro. and Sr. B. B. Mullet
Blandburg S. S
Fairland S. S
Urantham District
Bro. and Sr. Reuben Wingerd
Cedar Springs S. S
Kapho District Council
North Franklin District
North Franklin District
D. H. Kreider
Grantham S. S
Colyer S. S
A. S. Kreider and Wife
A friend of Missions
Mechanicsburg S. S
Carlisle S. S
Pleasant Valley S. S
Bro. and Sr. Aubrey Haines
A Sister, Mount Joy
Grantham Bible Conf. Mission Meet
Waynesboro S. S
In His Name, Palmyra, Pa
Canoe Creek Congregation
A Sister, Juinata County. Pa
Bro. and Sr. Harry Wiles
A Sister, Cross Road Cong
Clarence Center Church
Naomi Brubaker
Fairview S. S., 0
A Bro. and family, Palmyra, Pa
Irt His Name, Williamsville, N. Y
Belle Springs S. S
Messiah Home S. S
Locust Grove S. S
Messiah Home Cong
Beulah Chapel S. S., 0
Pleasant Hill S. S., 0
Chestnut Grove Cong., 0
Grantham S. S
Mechanicsburg Cong., Special
Carlisle Cong. Special
Sr. J. H. Caufman, Bequest
Refton S. S
Manor S. S

EVANGELICAL
16.54
10.00
100.00
20.00
20.00
47.06
14.05
45.18
9.87
5.00
9.75
33.97
50.00
10.00
6.56
25.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
50.00
15.00
5.00
50.00
34.46
37.00
3.00
10.00
10.00
68.00
52.87
25.00
15.00
10.0(1
10.00
50.00
32.17
5.00
21.36
10.00
5.00
24.95
27.52
27.18
14.18
92.55
17.00
27.94
14.19
43.40
27.53
200.00
14.02
77.05

Total
$1986.50
Expenditures
Payment on Stowe Parsonage
$ 17.40
Fannie J. Sander's annuity int
38.50
W. E. Bohen, for Waukena work, Calif... 90.00
Harold Wolgemuth, trav. exp
18.00
Lighthouse Mission, Spec, for garage ..
30.00
Riddlesburg Mission, Special for paint.. 30.00
Payment on Stowe Parsonage
17.40
Sr. Green, fare to Gladwin, Mich
13.20
Joel Carlson, 1 worker's back allowance.. 17.50
Jonathan Lyons,
1 worker's back allowance
17.50
Mechanicsburg, Spec, for Stowe repairs 43.40
Payment on Stowe Parsonage
17.40
Carlisle, Spec, for Stowe repairs
27.53
Workers' allowance
1332.75
Fire Ins. on Stowe Mission
10.20
Total Expenditures
$1720.78
Cash bal. and Total Receipts
$1986.50
Bal. on hand Apr. 1, 1941
$ 265.72
Submitted by the Treasurer of the Home
Mission Board, Abner Martin.
Financial Report of the Home Mission Board
Canadian Treasurer.
Tor Period from Jan. 3 - Apr. 1, 1941.
Receipts
Bal. brought fwd. from last quarter
$ 47.54
Individ, donations. Black Creek Dist
35.00
Luella Heise
2.00
Vaughan Congregation
8.85
Nottawa District
23.00
Markham District
86.08
Jacob Reaman
5.00
Boyle Congregation
21.55
Bro. Earl Sider, Cheapside
5.00
Total Receipts

$234.02
Expenditures
Walter Reighard's allowance
$ 35.00
Albert Cober and worker's allowance.... 52.50
Edward Gilmore and worker's allowance 70.00
Total Expenditures
$157.50
Total Receipts
$234.02
Total Expenditures
$157.50
Bal. on hand April 1, 1941
$ 76.52
O. L. Heise, Treasurer.

"A man without principle never draws
much interest."
"If ye abide in me, and my words abide
in you, ye shall ask what ye will, and it
shall be done unto you." St. John 15:7.
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Sask. He is also survived by four sisters,
Susan Wenger, Sarah Engle, Caroline Sider,
Lydia Saylor; thirty-nine grandchildren, and
• ten great-grandchildren.
ESHELMAlf-HOSTETTER — On Wednesday
He will long be remembered in the comevening, April 16th, at 7 p. m., at the home munity and the Church of his choice. He
of the bride's sister, occurred the marriage of
served as trustee of the public school, was
Edith Hostetter and Albert Eshelman, both
treasurer of the Brethren's Fire Relief for
of near Hope, Kans. The ceremony was per- many years from the time it started in 1880,
formed by Bishop R. I. Witter, in the pres- and was a member of the Foreign Mission
ence of near relatives and friends. May the Board of the church for twenty years, servblessing of the Lord attend them throughout
ing as its treasurer for thirteen years.
the journey of life.
He will be greatly missed by his daughter
Sarah, who with her husband and Laura
PKY-HEISEY—On Saturday, April 12, 1941,
Wright, a member of the family for many
at 8 p. m., there occurred the marriage of
years, kindly cared for him when he was no
Mr. Mahlon Fry, son of Mr. and Mrs. John longer able to care for himself.
Fry, Lititz, Pa., and Catharine Mae Heisey,
Climenhaga enjoyed good health until
daughter of Bro. and Sister Millard Heisey, a Bro.
few years ago he became feeble; and was
Elizabethtown, Pa., R. D. No. 1. Their at- always
a regular attendant at Church until
tendants were Mr. Martin Hollinger as
was too feeble to attend. God has blessed
groomsman, and Miss Ethel Hilsher as maid- he
him
in
many respects, his entire family is
of-honor.
The ceremony was performed in saved and
in the Church, four are ministers
the home of the officiating minister, Eld. Ab- and
one
is a deacon in the Church of his
ner Martin. May the blessing of the Lord cnoice.
attend this young couple as they sail life's
Funeral services were held at his late resiseas.
dence and in the Black Creek Church, con- .
ducted by Bishop Bert Sherk, assisted byHTOTOOS-LYONS-At 4:00 p. m. Saturday, Bishop E. J. Swalm and Bishop Jonathan
March 22, at the home of the bride's parents, Lyons and Elder Wm. Charlton. Text Psalm
Wheeler, Mich., Sr. Ella Ruth Lyons, daugn- 91:16. Interment in the adjoining cemetery.
ter of Eld. and Sr. G. G. Lyons, and Bro.
Ernie Elden Huntoon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
ENGLE—Sr. Maria Engle was born June 17,
Huntoon of Breckenridge, Mich., were united 1855,
near Chambersburg, Franklin County, the
in marriage. The bride's father performed the daughter
of the late Christian and Annie Hosceremony.
tetter Engle, and departed this life March 13,
May the blessing of the Lord attend them
1941, aged 85 years, 8 months, 26 days. Sr.
as they travel life's pathway.
Engle was a member of the Messiah Home
family coming here June 3, 1930. Although
MARR-BBOWN— At 8:00 a. m. Tuesday, not in the best of health, she was bedfast
April 22, at the home of the bride's parent, only a few days.
Sr. Daisy Brown of Welland, Ontario, the only
is one son of Topeka, Kans., and
daughter, Sr. lona Winifred Brown and Bro. oneSurviving
granddaughter of New Jersey. Her husEldon George Marr, were united in marriage
band
and
three
daughters preceded her in
in the presence of the immediate family and death.
a few friends.
The marriage service was
Funeral
services
held in the Home
solemnized by Eld. W. L. Reighard. May the Chapel in charge of were
Irvin O. Musser, asblessing of the Lord attend this couple as sisted by Bish. R. I. Eld.
Witter.
Text Rev. 14:13.
they set out upon the path of life together.
Burial in Paxtang cemetery.

^"MARRIAGES"^

SfOESSEI-IIGHT—On Easter morning in
the Fairland Brethren in Christ church, in the
presence of the immediate families, there occurred the marriage of Mr. Kenneth F. Stoessel of Lebanon, Pa., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Stoessel, and Miss Elizabeth B. Light,
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Harvey K. Light
of Lebanon, Pa. The father of the bride officiated. Friends of this couple pray that the
Lord may bless them in their matrimonial
life.
TYSON-ESHEllHAN — On Easter Sundayafternoon a t 2 o'clock, in the Graterford
Brethren in Christ church, Sr. Susan N. Eshelman, daughter of Bro. and Sr. Webster Eshelman of Rahns, Pa., and Bro. Reuben H. Tyson,
son of Sr. Annie Tyson of Trappe, Pa., were
united in marriage by Elder Jacob H. Bowers,
in the presence of a large number of relatives
and friends. May the blessing of the Lord he
upon them as they travel through life.

^ ^ OBITUARIES**^
ALVIS—Earl Clifford Alvis, son of Bro. and
Sr. George Alvis of Geary, Okla., was born
March 4, 1928, and died at his home April 5,
1941, at the age of 13 years, 1 month and 1
day. He was converted at the age of 7 years.
At that time he was baptized and taken into
the church. At 2% years he had diphtheria
and since that time he has never been very
well. Just a few nights before he died, Earl
was- in the revival service a t Bethany Church
and gave a testimony of victory. He was also
anointed for healing, but God saw fit to take
him home. Funeral services were conducted
on April 7 from the Lockstone Funeral Parlor
in Thomas, and at the Bethany Church near
Thomas. In respect to Earl's request, Eld.
John Rosenberry preached the funeral sermon
with Eld. P. B. Friesen, Eld. E. L. Steckley,
and Eld. Mervin Crawford assisting in the
service.
CLIMENHAGA— Peter Martin Climenhaga,
son of the late David Climenhaga, was born
March 7, 1850, and departed this life March
28, 1941, aged 91 years and 21 days.
He was married May 28, 1873, to Anna Winger, daughter of the late Bishop Abraham
Winger. They settled on the homestead where
they lived the remainder of their days. His
wife departed this life April 8, 1930. Nine
children were born in this home. Solomon
and Ella Ann are deceased. Those living are
Reuben S. of Delisle, Sask.; Mrs. Jesse E.
Brechbill of Grantham, Pa.; John Arthur of
Stowe, Pa.; Laban of Kindersley, Sask.; Asa
of Grantham, Pa.; Mrs. Edmund Nen" of Stevensville, Ontario; and Naaman of Kindersley,

KREIDER—Elder Daniel K. Kreider, aged
70 years and 9 days, passed away peacefully
a t the Messiah Home, on Tuesday, April 8,
1941. He was converted at the age of 22 and
united with the Church of the Brethren, where
he served about 35 years as a minister and
30 years as an elder. He is survived by hife
widow, nee Annie Hoffer, two sons, and six
grandchildren; also one sister, Sallie K. Doner,
of the Messiah Home and one brother, Henry
K. Kreider, of Campbelltown, Pa. The services were conducted at the Messiah Home
Chapel by his pastor, Elder Herman Heisey,
assisted by Elders Graybill Wolgemuth and
Irvin O. Musser. Burial took place at the
Spring Creek cemetery, near Hershey.
MYERS—Henry Clement Myers, the son of
Jabis and Kathryn Myers, was born near Liberty, Ohio, on Oct. 25, 1867, and departed this
life in the home of his eldest daughter, Mrs.
Edgar Creech of 210 Wortman Ave., Dayton,
Ohio, at 7:23 p. m., Sunday, April 20, 1941, at
the age of 73 years, 5 months and 25 days.
He was united in marriage to Miss Charlotte Louise Lumby on Feb. 22, 1888, in Dayton, Ohio. To this union were born 9 children,
5 sons and 4 daughters. Those who preceded
him in death were 3 sons and 1 daughter:
Leroy Walter, Ralph Thomas, Marvin and little Esther; also his father and mother, 4
brothers and 4 sisters. Bro. Myers was the
last remaining member of his father's family
of 9 children. Those who remain to mourn
his departure are his dear wife, with whom
he had journeyed over 52 years, two sons and
three daughters, Mr. Thomas H. Myers of Melvindale, Mich., and Howard Myers, Mrs. Edgar Creech, Mrs. Helen Gray and Mrs. Lucile
Gray, all of Dayton, Ohio, 19 grandchildren
and two great-grandchildren, nephews, nieces,
other relatives and many friends also survive
him.
On May 31st of 1913 Bro. Myers became a
member of the Brethren in Christ Church by
rite of baptism. However, a number of years
later, he chose to become affiliated with the
Pilgrim Holiness Church and continued his
membership therein until about a year prior
to his passing, when he desired to return to
his former church and remained in said church
until the time of his death.
About 8 years ago his health began to fail,
yet he continued his labors as long as he was
able, but finally he was compelled to give up
and take to his bed with an internal disorder
which resulted in complications.
The last day he was with us, he seemed
about as usual, then in the evening he made
a sudden change for the worse and in a short
time he passed out quietly into the great beyond never to return.
Funeral services were held Wednesday afternoon at 2:30, at the Brethren in Christ Mission chapel conducted by Bish. W. H. Boyer,
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assisted by Rev. E. P. Adams, pastor of the
Pilgrim Holiness Church.
Text Amos 4:12. Interment was made in
the Willow View cemetery near Dayton, Ohio.
NISSLEY—Lizzie A. Nissley was born in
Lancaster County, Oct. 13, 1871, passed away
at the Messiah Home, April 22, 1941 at the age
of 69 years, 6 months, 8 days. She was converted a t the age of fourteen years and united
with the Brethren in Christ Church, being a
faithful member until death.
She is survived by her aged mother, Sr.
Sarah Koser, 93 years of age, one sister, Mrs.
Daniel Harley and these children, Samuel Nissley, Cora Nissley, Mrs. Clarence Herr, Abram
Nissley and Mrs. Marlin Witmer, also twelve
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held a t the Cross
Roads Church, Lancaster Co., with Bish. H. K.
Kreider, Bish. Irvin W. Musser and Rev. Irvin
O. Musser officiating, burial in adjoining cemetery.
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Analogous

Homes

June E. Schlesser
" E X C E P T T H E LORD build a house, they

L labour in vain that build it: except
the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but in vain. It is vain for you to rise
up early, to sit up late, to eat the bread of
sorrows: for so he giveth his beloved
sleep." (Psa. 1 2 7 : 1 , 2 ) .
"Blessed is every one that feareth the
Lord: that walketh in his ways. For thou
RIPE—Bro. Walter Rife, Chambersburg, Pa.,
shalt eat the labour of thine hands: happy
R. R. 2, fell asleep in
Jesus Friday afternoon,
April 4, a t 1:54. P- m - at the Chambersburg
shalt thou be, and it shall be well with
hospital, after a short illness, aged 63 years.
thee." (Psa. 128:1, 2 ) .
Bro. Rife was a member of the Church
many years, with ardor and love he gave of
In our earthly home, are we concerned
his time to all its activities. He gladly gave
his gift of song for the Master and gave his
about the mote in the eye of some member
testimony to the saving grace of God at the
of our family and wholly disregard the
services.
He, with his wife, were members
of the Home Department
of the Sunday
beam that is in our own eye? (Matt.
School. Bro. Rife's motto was, "If we live
and the Lord willing".
He will be much
7:3-5). Sometimes we become more enmissed by the Air Hill congregation.
thusiastic to help others overcome their
Bro. Rife is survived by his wife, Susan
Wingert Rife, and the following
children:
faults than to handle the problems of our
Raymond of Mechanicsburg;
Merle E. and
own life. Charles Dickens cleverly portrayHarold L., both at home; Roy A., of Michigan
City, Ind.; Charles W., of Chambersburg, R. R.
ed
Mrs. Jellyby, whose ambition was to be
5; Mrs. Mervin Bear, Mechanicsburg R. R. 1;
Mrs. Merle Eberly, Chambersburg, R. R. 2;
of use. However, her kind intentions centerPaul H. of York: these brothers and sisters:
ed around Boorioboola-Gha in Africa. She
John and Luther Rife, Mrs. Rosie Bender,
Miss Elizabeth Rife, all of
Chambersburg.
lavished her interest upon a need thousands
Also surviving are 12 grandchildren.
of miles away, while her home was disServices were held at Air Hill Church, Tuesday, April 8, at 10 o'clock, conducted by Bish.
orderly and her children neglected. Her
Charlie Byers and Eld. Daniel
Burkholder.
He was laid to rest in the Air Hill cemetery.
ardent services to the Africans were rendered of little value, because of the beam
S O I M N B E K M B — Rev. Henry C. Sollenberger of Franklin St., Chambersburg, Pa.,
in
her own eye.
passed to his eternal reward on Feb. 14, 1941,
aged 85 years. Because it was more conThe true spirit of home is one in which
venient for him he worshipped with the Zion
Mission congregation for the last 12 years.
we think of our heavenly home, and our
Due to advanced age, Bro. Sollenberger was
not active in the ministry a t his death, but
relationship to our fellow Christians, who
as long as his health permitted he attended
are our brothers and sisters in Christ.
all the services of the church and was deeply
concerned for those active in the ministry.
In a high school class in literature, one
His labor as pastor of a country charge doingall his pastoral visitation by walking was an
of Jesus' profound utterances (Matt. 10:
inspiration to us all. His life and conduct
were an example to the believer. He will be
37) appeared in the course of the lesson
missed by the Chambersburg Congregation.
on a given day. The teacher made this
Funeral' services were held at the Paul
Kraiss Funeral home Tuesday, Feb. 18, 1941, comment, "If you call that Christianity, I
at 2:30 p. m. Scripture read was Psalm 27
don't care for that kind of a religion."
and hymn, "Asleep in Jesus". Bish. Charlie
Byers officiated.
Interment in the Cedar
How tragic when a person draws such a
Grove cemetery. '
hasty conclusion and cannot understand
Jesus' deep meaning! St. Paul says, "But
Joint-heirs With Christ
the natural man receiveth not the things of
A dying judge, the day before his de- the Spirit of God: for they are foolishness
parture to be with Christ, said to his pas- unto him: neither can he know them, betor, "Do you know enough about law to cause they are spiritually discerned."
(I Cor. 2 : 1 4 ) .
understand what is meant by joint-tenJesus rightly asked, "Who are my
ancy i
"No." was the reply. "I know nothing brethren, sisters and mother?" What Jeabout law. I know a little about grace, sus meant is that all those who have the
same feeling and relationship toward God
and that satisfies me."
"Well," he- said, "if you and I were are brethren, sisters and mother. Some of
joint-tenants on a farm I could not say to the onlookers might have accused Him of
you, 'That is your hill of corn, and this is not recognizing His earthly family, but Jemine; that is your stalk of wheat, and this sus certainly loved His family and His
is mine; that is your blade of grass, and home life. One of His deep sayings on the
this is mine;' but we would share and share Cross is, "Son, behold thy mother."
ajike in everything on the place. I have
Many homes used to have, on the wall,
just been lying here, and thinking with un- a motto saying, "God Bless Our Home" or
speakable joy that Jesus Christ has noth- "God is the Unseen Guest at every meal
ing apart from m e ; that everything He and the Silent Listener in every conversahas is mine, and we will share and share tion." Where have those mottoes gone?
alike through all eternity."
Is it possible for people to know your
home is a Christian home?
—Pentecostal Evangel.

' 0 happy home, ivhere. thou art loved the
dearest,
.Thou loving Friend, and Saviour of our
race,
And where among the guests there never
cometh
One who can hold such high and honored
place.
'0 happy home, where each one serves
thee, lowly,
Whatever his appointed work may be,
Till every common task seems great and
holy,
When it is done, 0 Lord, as unto thee.
'0 happy home, where thou art not forgotten
When joy is overflowing, full, and free;
0 happy home, where every wounded
spirit,
Is brought, Physician, Comforter, to thee.
'Until at last, when earth's day's ivork is
ended
All meet thee in the blessed home above,
From whence thou earnest, where thou
hast ascended,
Thy everlasting home of peace and love."
—Carl J. P . Spitta.

Mother Watch
Mother watch the little feet
Climbing o'er the garden wall.
Bounding thro' the busy street,
Ranging cellar, shed and hall;
Never count the momenta lost,
Never mind the time it cost;
Little feet will go astray;
Guide them, mother, while you may.
Mother watch the little hands,
Busy, busy all the day
Making houses in the sand,
Tossing up the fragrant hay;
Never count the moments lost,
Never mind the time it cost;
These same little hands may prove
Messengers of peace and love.
Mother watch the little tongue
Prattling innocent and wild,
What is said and what is sung,
By thy happy, artless child;
Never count the moments lost,
Never mind the time it cost;
This same tongue may yet proclaim
Blessings in a Saviour's name.
Mother watch the little heart,
Beating soft and warm for you;
Wholesome lessons now impart,
Keep oh! keep that young heart true,
Never count the moments lost
Never mind the time it cost;
Little hearts may others sway;
Watch them mothers while you may.
—Selected by Sarah Steckley.
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Foreign
Our readers will note elsewhere in this
issue an article toy H. H. Brubaker, furlouglied from Africa and recently returned to the United States.
We are also pleased to inform our
readers of t h e safe arrival in New York
City on Friday, t h e 25th of April, of
Srs. Mary Kreider and Verda Moyer.

Farewell Service

M

ESSIAH HoivfE CHAPEL, Harrisburg, Pa.

On March 4th farewell services were
held for Bro. and Sr. David Hall and children, Barbara and John.
Bro. and Sr. Hall gave very impressive
messages. Some remarks from Sr. Hall's
message:
"Our call to Africa the first time was
strong, but the call to return is stronger
than first. In spite of difficulty we go forth
trusting God."
"We can't all be missionaries, but we
can all fill our place."
"Our responsibility in going back is
great to home church, to those to whom we
go, also to God."
"We are going forth conscious of two
great things, the promises of God and the
prayers of God's people."
Bro. Hall—"If Christianity is the need
of Africa we cannot leave it be taken by
any other false religion. To go to Africa
and to see them educated alone is not worth
our efforts, but to take Christ to them is
worth our time. It is impossible to lengthen our chords without strengthening our
stakes. This world is a place of constant
farewells, but beyond these we see a need."
"There are dangers but none seen or unseen so great as to stay at home out of the
will of God."
"Promise—The Eternal God is our refuge.
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we sailed. Our boat was a freighter loaded
with 10,500 tons of cargo for the United
States. The crew numbered thirty-nine.
The number of passengers was five of
which our family made up four. All the
members of the crew were American citiOne thing we regret to say, as in every zens. Our cabins were of nice size and
revival there were those who spurned con- comfortable. The food was plentiful and
viction, turned down one more opportunity on the whole good. Our appetites were not
of making their peace with God," but the good on any part of the journey and as we
Spirit is faithful and the promise is that neared the end we cared still less for food.
His Word will not return void, so we be- We enjoyed good health throughout the
lieve God can keep the revival fire burn- journey and were not seasick for which
ing even though the meetings have closed, we are thankful. The sea was, for the most
until souls will become so sin-sick and part, smooth. There were several periods
hungry for the good things of God that of rough sea at different times which
they will cry out like the publican of old caused the ship to roll and pitch. For a
"God be merciful to me a sinner."
day or two the waves broke over the front
We pray God's blessing upon Bro. Wit- of the ship making it impossible to be on
the lower deck. We were fortunate in havter as he labors in this great work.
Will you please remember in your pray- ing rainy weather while passing the hot
area about the Equator. Our boat made
ers the work at this place.
but one call enroute. After twenty-two
—Elizabeth Kanode, Cor.
days at sea we called at Port of Spain on
the Island of Trinidad. We were glad for
Thirty-three Days on the Sea
three hours on shore where we could feel
solid earth beneath our feet.
H. H. Brubaker

Missions

We have been asked several times since
home if we met any German submarines
I quiet; so he bringeth them unto their or raiders. The answer is, no. The jourdesired haven." We shall not soon forget ney was uneventful as far as war experithe last morning worship at the Mission- ences were concerned. The ship travelled
ary Home in Capetown when a saintly the safest route to the United States. FurChristian warrior prayed for us who were ther we had joined our prayers with those
about to start out on our journey in these both in America and Rhodesia that we be
words, "Bring them unto their desired spared the dangers of war. We had placed
haven." We were going on the boat that our lives in the hands of God and were
afternoon beginning our journey home. A traveling on His business and we trusted
few days previously a German mine had Him to convoy us safely across the sea. Our
been washed ashore less than one hundred boat had, as have all boats flying the
miles from Capetown.
We knew that United States Flag, large United States
British patrol boats and mine sweepers flags painted on the sides of the ship and
were actively patrolling the South African a large one on the back upper deck which
Coast day and night. It was thus only was kept flood-lit at night.
natural that we should think of the hazards
When we left Capetown we had expected
of the journey before us. The quiet con- to land at New York but at Trinidad the
fidence of the prayers in morning worship captain received word to call at Boston
brought to us much encouragement. We first. This added another day to our alwere further strengthened in our evening ready long journey. We so much wished
devotions and Scripture reading which hap- to be home for Easter, but that was not to
REVIVAL SERVICES—Behold the Lord's
hand is not shortened, that it cannot save; pened to be Psalm 121. This • precious be. Our boat dropped anchor in Boston
portion of God's Word had so often Harbour on Good Friday evening. A heavy
neither his ear heavy, that it cannot hear.
On March 9 our revival services started brought inspiration to us in the past and fog soon enveloped us and all night long
and continued until March 27 inclusive. we especially claimed each of those prom- the fog horns and danger signals were
Our evangelist Bish. R. I. Witter from Kan- ises for the present journey. We were go- sounding. Much to our disappointment we
sas could not be with us the first evening, ing out under the direction of the One had to wait several hours the next morning
so we were glad to have Bish. E. J. Swalm who had promised to preserve our go- for the fog to lift. Then when the fog had
ing out and coming in and we knew He lifted and the engineers wished to start the
with us.
Bro. Witter gave us soul-stirring mes- would not fail us in this present need. Just engine of the boat they were unable to do
sages from the Word of God every evening. here we do wish humbly to thank Him for so. After working at it for nearly three
hours tugs were called and we were towed
We rejoiced to see those who needed the fulfilling His every promise.
Lord pray through to victory, and to see
A short description of our journey home the last two miles to the pier. We journeyour young people take a bold stand for the may be of interest to you. We sailed from ed by train from Boston to Harrisburg and
Lord. We are glad that the precious blood Capetown in the morning of March 11th. were met at the latter place by my brother
of Jesus is able to cleanse from all sin, to The sun was throwing its first rays on the and one of my sisters. A short journey by
make us more than conquerors, to change cloud-topped Table Mountain as we sailed car to Mechanicsburg reunited us with the
our desires, sanctify our ambitions and es- out of the harbour. Capetown harbour is remaining members of my immediate
tablish us on the rock; praise His name! ever beautiful but never more so than when family.
The services were very well attended and Table Mountain has a so-called "tableOnly those who have experienced coming
a good interest manifest.
cloth" of cloud on as it did the morning home after a long absence can fully under" - T H E N ARE THEY GLAD because they be
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May We
K. Lucille
ARTICLE I
HE MISSIONARY AND Bible woman after a
word of prayer together, climb into
the oxcart and are off for their forenoon's
work. Reaching the bazaar they decide to
leave the cart at a central place and walk
to the homes closeby.
As they walk north on a narrow road,
the missionary remarks to the Bible woman
that they ought to enter a new home today
for there are so^many homes in this section
untouched by Christian women. It is the
area where higher caste people live and
many men of these homes work in the
courts. Presently they see several men on
the verandah of a home. Stepping closer,
the missionary asks one of the men if there
are women in the home (often the women
are away on a visit.) The reply is affirmative. Then again the missionary (with
more hope) ventures to request the privilege of visiting the women. The man says
that he will obtain permission and hurries
off into the courtyard. As he leaves, hope
increases for sometimes the Bible women
are given a flat refusal. A few minutes
elapse and the man returns and says that
they are welcome.

T

Entering the courtyard, they see the
head-man of the home seated on a mat in
true Indian fashion. He is intent on his
papers spread out before him. His wife
stands nearby. Another woman on the opposite verandah hides behind a pillar. She,
being his younger brother's wife, must not
come in his presence. Five or six children
play on the verandah. Several chairs are
placed on the ground near the verandah,
and the workers sit down.
Upon inquiry the man says that he sells
court papers with government stamps on
them. He says that he has lived in Madhipura since he was a small boy. The conversation continues and includes customs of
India, the war, Christ's reign of peace and

stand what this means. Time brings many
changes and many are missed because their
seats are empty. Some of the faces we had
known so well in years past are now absent.
The loving arms which once embraced us
and sheltered us from the fears and anxieties of childhood now lie still in the grave.
Those tender lips which soothed our fevered brow are silently awaiting the resurrection morn. The joys of the home-coming
are none-the-less real and we are happy to
be able to again contact old friends and
we look forward with pleasure to making
new acquaintances. The very warm and
sincere welcome we have received thus far
is deeply appreciated.
A

VISITOR

Enter?
Engle
transmigration of souls. The workers long
for an opportunity to tell the women about
Jesus, but they must wait. Tact and patience are very needful virtues in such
work.
Time passes on. The man who asked
permission for the workers to enter now
proves to be the stamp seller's clerk. He
comes with money and asks for stamps for
a patron outside who has an official paper
to which he must affix a stamp. The stamp
seller receives the money, opens his money
bag (an orange cloth b a g ) , and then gives
the clerk the change with the desired
stamps. This takes place several times.
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the cross. Their quietness and attentiveness show that they understand the message.
The workers extend a greeting and begin
to leave. The women assure them that they
may come again. Thus the first visit in this
home is finished and the workers leave
with joy in their hearts that a new home
has been entered and that a few more
women have heard the way of salvation.
There are thousands of such homes untouched in North Bhagalpur District where
the Brethren in Christ Church is at work.
Many homes have never been reached because there are too few Bible women and
others because the Bible women are not
given an entrance. You in the homeland
may help by supporting Christian women
to carry the gospel to the women of India,
to those who want to hear and to those who

The Missionary and Bible Woman ready to start out in the shamponi.
background.
Madhipura Bungalow in the
Thus the conversation is broken but renewed again. The workers learn that the
women of this home heard the gospel message in Supaul at a neighbor's place. Now
the stamp seller relieves the workers' minds
by saying that he is going to the courts in
a short time after which the women may
hear the message.
Another period of waiting begins. The
stamp seller counts the papers he is going
to take along—eighty in all. He says that
he may not sell so many in one day. He
orders his clerk to tie up his books and
papers. His wife prepares his pipe. He
removes the mat from the verandah to the
ground and tells the women to sit there
and hear the songs and message. He puts
on his shoes and leaves the courtyard.
Now the workers are more at ease and
the women are free to listen. While the
workers sing, several women and more
children come in and join the group on
the mat. They are not satisfied with one
song but ask for one more—and still one
more. The missionary tells them about
Jesus, His birth, teaching and sacrifice on

would hear were they given an opportunity. Will you also pray for the multitude
of Indian women who dare not permit the
Bible women to enter their homes because
of fear and prejudice? This year, 1941,
will bring new openings for the Bible
women. They are counting on your prayers and support.
It will be a long time before any evolutionist is able to give a satisfactory answer
to Leander S. Keyser's argument concerning the balance in nature. Mr. Keyser
points out the well-known fact that certain
plants can only be pollenized and thus produce seed by the assistance of certain insects, whereas if evolution were true the
plants must have existed for thousands of
years before there were any insects. He
also points out the fact that all vegetable
life would soon be destroyed by insects
were it not for the presence of the birds
which feed on the insects. Yet according
to the evolutionist the insect must have
been present long before the birds.—Sel.
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Central Committee Relief Notes
M. C. Lehman writes from Lyon, France,
March 15, 1941
' i I I 0 0 VER and I arrived here last eve| ning. Since writing you at Lisbon we
traveled by train all the way here. I came
by train to be with my box and visit all the
M. C. C. work in France. I am very glad
that I did this because only so could I stop
at the following places: Madrid, Cerbere,
Banguls, Perpignan, and Argeles-sur-Mer,
Marseille, and Lyon. We have work at
some of these 'places and at the others there
were prospects for study. The journey has
been physically very hard but from here it
will be easier for me. I leave here for Genoa
tomorrow and then to Ingolstadt and Berlin.
I have learned very much about our work
here and I feel certain it was wise this once
to come by train though it is harder and
more expensive, although we traveled mostly third class. Miss Gerber at La Rouviere
is doing very fine work. I hope to interest
the Swiss Mennonites which she represents
in the work she is doing. . Conditions in
refugee camps are indescribably miserable.
Worse than any famine camps I ever saw in
India. Opportunities for the M. C. C. to
take up projects for relief distribution, even
for other agencies seem large. The Quaker
work at Marseille so indicates. I am well,
food of course not like American but better
than I expected, I need not suffer. My box
is waiting for me in Switzerland where I
will pick it up. Buller and Wiens want to
be remembered to you. Wiens is doing a
fine work. I see a year of heavy relief program ahead."
Henry Buller letter, Lyon, (France,
March 21, 1941
"We have decided to take over a Convalescent Home for children on the beach
near Perpignan. It will be for children
from the camps who can not stand the
rigors of the camp and yet are too well to
be in regular hospitals. Miss Gerber, a
French-assistant, and I are planning to go
down there early next week to take over the
work. The Quakers will send a directress to
the colony of La Rouviere to keep charge
while another directress is found by our
directors. Dr. Lehman, Mr. Hoover, and Dr.
Wiens are in Lyon now looking over the
work there."
"In view of the fact that the Red Cross
is planning to bring into Lyon and its environs 83 tons of milk we have not yet gone
ahead with the purchase of any additional
milk. Mr. Kershner suggested doing more
direct relief service to individual children in
their homes. Either by providing them
with milk and supplementary vegetables or
giving them about five francs per day and
letting the family provide additional rations. He also expressed the opinion that
in most cases it would be better and cheaper
to aid French children in their own homes
rather than taking them into colonies. Mr.
Wiens and I have not taken any action in
this respect as yet."
London,, England, March 21, 1941
Ted Claassen letter
"We were very glad for the news of the

sending of the clothing, and for word of
the arrangements whereby we can receive
and distribute the same through our own
de'pot. The list of clothing accompanying
No. 22 shows us that the contents of the
shipment are quite in line with the needs
which we have indicated to you."
(Compiled by H. Ernest Bennett and A.
Warkentin, Released, April 15, 1941)

EXTRACTS FROM PERSONAL
CORRESPONDENCE FROM
BRO. JESSE HOOVER
ARCH 20. It is now Thursday, nearly
noon. We have been here in Lisbon a
day and a half. We are leaving about five
for Madrid. Most everything is taken care
of now except a few last minute details.
This has been a most interesting couple of
days. We had some difficulty getting
through customs because we could not converse with the Portuguese but we finally
got everything accomplished. Lisbon is a
very busy place now for it is the gateway
to all Europe. All kinds of people are mingling here but the native Portuguese are a
very colorful people. The common people
still wear peasant costumes of various kinds
and everywhere you see the women carrying
baskets on their heads. I even saw three
girls this morning deliver three kegs of
beer to a cafe on their heads. They go all
over the city peddling their fish, vegetables
and fruit in baskets on their heads and call
in a musical voice.
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Last night must have been some sort of
a festive celebration for they were singing
and carrying on until after midnight. Earlier in the evening we walked out to find
a place to eat and Bro. Lehman thought he
knew where to find a place, but we got lost.
We wandered through very narrow streets
in the poorer section of the city. It was
built on the side of an extremely steep hill
and at places the streets were steps—hundreds of them—up and up. The life in some
of the homes there as we caught glimpses
of them through open doors was beyond my
describing here. We remarked at different
times about the over-ripe field for evangelistic missions.
The streets of steps instead of level, the
open restaurants, the mosaic sidewalks, the
public squares, the little taxis, the incessant
tooting of horns, the quaint old shops with
their bronze figures for light posts, the tile
walls of many of the buildings — it is a
glazed, bright colored tile — the personal
waiter service, the leisurely way in which
everyone goes about their business, all this
and more I have as my first impression of
Lisbon and of Europe.
The above was sent from Lisbon by boat
and it took about three weeks for it to
come.
Now I want to give you a bit of interesting news of our day by day progress. We
arrived in Lisbon on March 18 at about 4:45
just ten days ago. Getting ashore and getting all our baggage through customs was
quite a task but was finally successfully
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accomplished by means of sign language
and what not. It is really funny when two
people can not understand the language of
the other. With what little French I have
and with Bro. Lehman able to speak German we managed to get along. We remained at Lisbon from Tuesday until Thursday evening, contacting certain people in
connection with our relief program. We
did a little buying too. I got some tea and
coffee and so now I am well fixed but I do
wish I had brought some beef extract,
etc. But food is not bad here in France.
It was pretty bad in Spain where there is
apparent actual starvation. We were told
that the average ration per month is equal
to about what would ordinarily be eaten in
six meals, and it is tremendously difficult
to get anything into Spain. The American
Red Cross apparently is now at last able
to get some things in, how much is still
uncertain.
We left Lisbon Thursday evening about
five o'clock. Incidentally our time here is
six hours ahead of yours so when it is noon
here it is six o'clock in the morning at home,
so that gives you an idea of my probable
activities in relation to your own. Leaving
Lisbon I had my first introduction to European travel_and thus far it was very good.
We took a second class ticket with a sleeper.
We traveled through the beautiful Portuguese countryside which is like a garden
in fairyland with it's semi-tropical vegetation. Everything is a very rich green color.
We arrived at the Spanish border about ten
and it was after midnight before we got
through the customs. For the first time in
my life I was searched. Well everything
was finally settled and we boarded the train
again and went to bed. I was awake soon
after daybreak to get my first glimpse of
Spain and it was for the most part a desolate place. The people live almost entirely
in villages and go out to till the land.
The villages are all built up together like
one great sprawling ranch. The old stone
and brick buildings, tile roofed, are crumbling so that altogether it is a picture of dejection. The land is very thin and barren.
We arrived at Madrid around nine o'clock
and that too is a story to be told later. We
had some difficulty again with customs but
was satisfactorily adjusted. We took a
hotel room, cleaned up and got some rest.
We made one call in relation to Spanish relief reopening. Our train left for Barcelona
around eight that evening and we could get
nothing but third class tickets as all the first
class were sold for several weeks. Riding
all night in a Spanish third class railway
car is another story complete in itself which
I cannot go into here. It was far from
pleasant but an experience I would not want
to exchange for a lot. We snatched a few
nods but when we arrived in Barcelona at
about eleven the next morning we were
about worn out. As soon as we had arranged for our baggage and other details,
we took a hotel room. Then we went out to
take care of some business and had a chance
to see the city. Barcelona was badly bombed four or five years ago and terrible scars
remain. The 'people seem to be rather disheartened and without initiative and they
are in desperate need. It was a most vivid
portrayal of the horrors that are left long
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after a war. Food was very scarce and very
poor all the way through Spain. However,
we had very comfortable beds and had a
good night's rest there, and as we left the
city the next morning, we had good train
accommodations.
After we were out of the city and started
up the valley between the mountain ranges,
we received our first good impression of
Spain. This was a very different country than heretofore.
It was beautiful,
well - kept, and thrifty so that the
journey
from Barcelona through
the
northern valleys was a most enjoyable
experience. We saw a number of old castles
back on the hills but I was afraid to take
any pictures in Spain. I think I will try
it on the way out if I come through Spain.
We arrived at Portbou about one o'clock
and after several hours of red tape we
started over the border to Cerbere just a
few miles away. Here we were met by the
agent of the American Express Co., who
took care of us very efficiently. We felt
as though a load had rolled off when at
last we were through French customs. At
last arrived!
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Well, we took a hotel room in the same
building as the station. After we called
Bro. Weins we went out to see the town and
down to the shore of the Mediterranean Sea.
It is only a small place but important, because it is on the border and especially now,
for it is the place where the great flood of
Spanish refugees have come into France.
Here was the first Mennonite canteen or
feeding kitchen. When Weins came, we
went there for dinner and what a dinner!
They had saved up for this occasion and
spread it on in grand style. Of course it
was Spanish style for all the workers there
are Spanish refugees but the cook was
formerly chief chef at the Ritz Hotel in
Barcelona, so he certainly knew how to
cook and after the food we had been enduring in Spain, we felt like kings. Monday
we saw them feed the children and then
went on to Banguls where we also have a
food distribution center. We decided to stay
there overnight and go out to visit a concentration camp at Argeles-sur-Mer in the
morning. That was an experience I shall
not forget as long as I live, but I can not
write of it here. We are going to write up
an account and have it censored by the authorities for publication in our church papers. I was nearly exhausted after that
day's experience.
We took train around 7:30 p. m. for Marseilles where we arrived about 7:00 in the
morning. We went to Quaker headquarters
near the station and cleaned up and went
out to breakfast. We returned to a conference with Mr. Kirshner and his staff of
Quaker workers. I think they have about
65 now. After a day of conferences and
looking after business there we went out to
La Rouviere, our children's colony just outside the city. We got out there about five
and looked the place over and then had dinner with the children and workers. It was
a- very tasty meal and after that we had a
conference. Buller was there and also Miss
Gerber, the Swiss Mennonite girl, who is
directress of the colony. The five of us
went over the problems of the French work
and made some decisions, .getting to bed
around eleven. We were up again before
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Is Education A Christian
Obligation?
HE STORY OF THE relation of the Church
to education forms one of the most
Tinteresting
chapters in American History.
It was the Church, or the colonies controlled by the Church, which opened the first
schools on this continent. The influence of
the Church is apparent in any study of
their curricula or their textbooks. The
Church controlled the primary education
of America. Then as the colonies began to
realize the importance of education and
gradually establish a public system of primary schools, the Church gradually withdrew from this field and sought to meet the
next need, that of secondary education.
The hillsides of New England and other
eastern states are still dotted with the remnants of the academies which churches
erected in hundreds of towns to meet the
emerging need. For many years secondary
education was the province of the Church.
Then as the state moved into this field and
began to build its high school, the Church
again retreated to higher ground, and began to found colleges. Until after 1865.

seven after a good sleep in spite of the
poor beds. You may naturally imagine the
beds would not be too good at a place like
that. We had breakfast, another short Conference, then went in to Marseilles for some
final conferences with the Quakers. The
Kirshners are certainly splendid people.
Bro. Lehman and I took the noon train
to Lyon. We had lunch on the train, a very
good one, and arrived in Lyon at 6:30, tired
and dirty. Weins stayed at Marseilles for
some pressing business which came up at
the last minute, coming on to Lyon by night
train. We were met by Mr. Ybargoyens,
the Consul from Uruguay, leader of the Y.
M. C. A., and a business man of importance.
He is a very close friend of the Quakers
and Mennonites. He had arranged for a
hotel room, which is very hard to get now
due to the vast number of extra people in
the city. We had a very comfortable room,
slept well, and had good food. We saw
some of the nursery schools to which we are
distributing milk and I took a number of
photos. I will be here at the Grand Nouvel
Hotel for a few days until I get a suitable
private room. I will be in Lyon for a few
weeks and will get better acquainted with
the work here as well as learning French.
Probably then I will go back to Marseilles
to work in connection with the Quaker office
and to supervise the Southern work. I am
feeling fine and although the food is strictly
rationed and scarce, we are not suffering
from hunger. We do not have the variety
to which we are accustomed at home, but
are getting along nicely.
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nearly all the colleges in the country had
been established by the churches. With a
few notable exceptions every college in the
country bore the mark of the Church. Then
the process began to assert itself again and
the state moved into the field of higher
education, until today there are probably
twice as many students in the state colleges
and universities, as in the Christian colleges, and the question presses upon us
whether the Church will again retreat and
be forced out of this field of higher education.
It is not primarily a question as to
whether private education must succumb to
this onward march of the state, but whether
Church education can survive or not.
Undoubtedly many of these Church colleges could survive if they could be contented to fill the role for which they were
founded, and gradually build up their
funds to do that work better. But this is
not the characteristic of colleges. They
are the most ambitious organizations in the
land. They put the Steel Trust and General Motors to shame. They must constantly "lengthen their cords and strengthen
their stakes."
In responding to this temptation for bigness the Church college must have more
funds, but these demands often outrun the
demands of the Church to supply. The college therefore enlarges its clientele. It
goes out side its normal group of supporters and appeals to others to assist in
developing the institution. These new
donors soon secure representation on the
board of trustees; they soon outnumber the
representatives of the Church; and before
long they control the policies of the school.
It then ceases to be a Church college. This
process is on in hundreds of schools and
colleges. It has already cut scores of older
colleges from their moorings, and then the
Church gives less and less to the colleges.
Is there any cure for this situation? I
see only one. If the Church wishes to maintain its influence in the college, then it
must determine how far and how fast it
can go in support of its colleges, and before it loses its influence in determining
policies it must decide how rapidly the college may go. Once remove its hand at this
point and the game is lost. Unless it makes
this determination, the college administration and the college board will appeal for
support outside the Church, will bring
these new supporters more and more into
the board, and the influence of the Church
will be gone—By Frank W. Paddleford in
Christian Herald.
The majority of the great universities,
and particularly the oldest and most dis-
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tinguished, were indeed religious schools.
And they were more! Harvard, founded in
1636, had as its primary purpose an educated ministry. And William and Mary
was founded in 1693 for the same purpose.
In 1701, Yale announced its aim to prepare young men "for public employment
both in church and civil state." Dartmouth
was founded "to impart Christian knowledge to savages" in 1753, Columbia University was established with this objective: "to
teach and to engage children to know God
in Jesus Christ." The "World's Religious
News" is authority for the statement that
104 of the first 119 colleges founded east
of the Mississippi River were Christian.
> —Daniel A. Poling.
There is another factor which can prove
a menace to the Church college and that is
the situation which arises when the impact
of the spirit of the college is not of sufficient force to influence the alumni to remain true to the policies for which the college and the Church stand. A period of
years is required for this to become any
problem, but the years do add to years. As,
from time to time, an alumnus is chosen
to the board of trustees there is a gradual
shaping of opinions in the mold of the
thinking of those who have graduated from
the college.
The only solution for the problem of the
Church college is for the church, the
school, the constituency, the alumni—all to
remain in the love of God, with the fervency of spirit and warmth of devotion that
will not permit the inroads of the forces
of evil to undermine the foundation of the
program to which the Church of Jesus
Christ is pledged. May God grant unto us
a pertinacious faith like unto the faith of
our fathers which held them true to the
manner of the Master, and which alone-,
will keep our schools from the shoals upon
which others with like zeal and purpose
have been grounded.
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war probably will use women in the noncombatant branches of the service, if not
in the combatant units also. Those who
refuse to co-operate in activities in support
of the fighting units will suffer most at
the hands of their sisters. Theirs will be
the task of withstanding the emotional
hysteria which hides so many of the more
subtle horrors of war. Many pacifist teachers in 1918 were dismissed."

So whether we shall be nurses, teachers,
homemakers or secretaries, we must be fortifying ourselves for whatever may come.
With our trust anchored in God, we need
not fear.
—Miriam Statler in Goshen College
Record.
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A wise man profits by good advice, but
a fool never.
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UE TO T H E PRESENT WAR and ensuing

conditions we hear a great deal about
non-resistance as applied to our young
men, and rightly so, since they are the ones
most directly affected. However I feel that
we of the opposite sex possibly need a little
attention also. What have we girls been
doing to strengthen our non-resistant faith ?
At first thought it may not seem so important but let us consider a few things.
On the cover of the March issue of
Hygeia is a picture of a nurse with these
words: "She's in the army n o w ! " The
article with the same title begins thus
"Women have no monopoly on manning
America's barricades."
The following quotation is taken from
the Pacifist Handbook of 1939: "The next'
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